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1. 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTORY. 
KAPT'Eí'N' S THEORY OF SKEW FREQUENCY. 
The representation of frequency distributions has received 
the attention of many writers. Chief among them we may mention 
Pearson who approached the problem by considering the type 
of differential equation which they satisfy.He considered 
dyl = x -a' where y =f(x) represents the distribution. 
dxy axe +bx +c 
For different values of a' , a, b, c the Pearsoni an system of 
skew curves arises,and by considering the discriminant of 
the quadratic it can be decided which particular type will 
lead to the best approximation to the set of data. 
In "Skew Frequency Curves in Biology and 
Statistics ". by J. C. Kapteyn Sc. D. ,1903 ,the idea is put forwaxi 
that skewness in frequency curves is due to some transformatiow 
of the variable under consideration.As a simple example , 
suppose that a large number of berries of a fruit are such 
that the radii are normally distributed. If y is the frequency 
ordinate corresponding to a given radius r,then since the 
distribution is normal 
art 
y= ce where c and a are greater than.O. 
The frequency between r and r +dr is 
-ar 
ce dr 
How will the surface areas and volumes be distributed? 
S= surface area =Ar4' and V =Br3 where A and B are 
constants and we have assumed that the berries are approx. 
spherical. 
The 'surface areas' distribution will be 
-b S 








= cA3 r e dr ;- cA2r4 e dr 
= 1 25 4r-a-- 
c 4 IT 
It is clear that the surface areas will exhibit positive 
skewness and similarly this is also a property of the 
volume distribution. 
We proceed to a more general treatment of Kapteyn's approach. 
2. 
2. A GENERAL KAPTEYN TRANSFORMATION. 
The ordinary normal theory arises from the hyphothesis of 
a linear additive variate compound by a great number of 
random increments which are constant. In the binomial case; 
the generating function is 
G(t)= (pit x +ql) (p2t +q2) (p3t +q3) (pat +qn) 
There A x is a constant,and the sum of x such increments 
is x. When this x is expressed as a standardized deviate 
from its mean value i= pi the coefficient of tx 
in G(t) tends to 
p= 1 e -X/2 the normal distribution 
or to p= ee 
X 
the Poisson distribution. 
X. 
When the increments are not constant but variable, then we 
can compound probabilities and add increments as before in 
G(t) = (p- t+x. )(p;tf+ Ñ)(p4i + .) 1 1 (p n tt+ qn ) 
3. 
where it is understood that x increments Afx must now be 
regarded as summing not to x but to f(x) .Assuming a monotonic 
transformation ,a parallelism can be made between the case 
.afx= constant and the present case,whence it is seem that 
the probability differential of the former x increments A x 
is that of the x increments ,a . Hence to obtain the probabili 
x -ty differential we must carryout a functional transformation 
on the probability differential. 
We have G(t) = SCp(x) tf (x)J in the discrete 
case, 
= tp(x)ti(x) dx in the continous 
case. 
which is the generating function of Kapteyn function 
p( g(X) ) dx where x =g(X) and X= f(x) 
d X 
Kapteyn gave special attention to the case 
g(X) = (X +k)q with frequency function 
y = h q (x +k) q 
-1 -h2 ( (x +k) °_ - TAI 
". 
(A) 
which leads to five special cases as follows - 
(1) q positive. (2) q negative. (3) q = 0 
(4) q= infinity (5) q= -infinity. 
for which we have the following corresponding g(x) 's 
(1) (x +k)q (2) - (x +k)g, (3) log(x +k) 
(4) 
ea(x -b) (5) _ea(x -b) 
To determine the constants h,fi,k and q in the expression 
(A) above , Kapteyn equates the values of four relative 
frequencies for the data and 
the transformed curve. For 
x2 
example , if T represents the frequency of x for 
1 
x1 x x, then 
2 
x q-1 -h2( (x+k)q- M ) x 
A 
- 




and putting (x+k) - M =zh-1 then 
x h( x+k) 
q 
-M ) -z2 
= A e dz 
-k 
-hM 
Taking for x four values x x, x , x 
1, 2 3 4 
equations to determine h,k, q and M thus 
h( (xl+k)g -M4 = R1 
h( (x2+k) q-TrI) =R2 
we are led to 
h( (x3+k)g-M) = R3 
h( ( x4+k ) g-TeI ) = R4 
4. 
which except for the case q =0 can only be solved graphically. 
If in advance we assume q =0 then we can fit a curve by the 
method of moments as has been shewn by S.D.Wicksell . (See 
Ref.4 at the end.) Wicksell has given a condition which must 
be satisfied by the skewness and excess of the data for 
this transformation to be successful. 
3. THE FORM OF THE TRATVTSFORMATION ASSUMED. 
We consider a series form for the transformation ,namely 
g(x)= a + bx + cx2 + dx3 + 
with frequency function 
-B (g(x)= ) y=A(x) e 
2 5. 
and in special cases of 
distributions with one abrupt tail we consider the case 
g(x) = h -i log( a + bx + cx2 + dx3 + ) 
Generally speaking the first transformation will suffice 
to give a good approximation to the data,but cases of 
failure arise for which the logarithmic transformation is 
successful. Neither of the transformations can be expected 





( Frequency ) x = A e dt where A is 
1 g( x1) 
independent of x. We determine the constants of g(x) by a 
systematic method set out by Dr. A.C.Aitken in (On the 
Graduation of Data by the Orthogonal Polynomials of Least 
Squares. Ref. 2) 
Suppose that the data is 
x = X1 X2 X3 X4 
Freq. fl f2 f3 f4 
where xi = i for i= 1,2,3, 
i =n 




i=1 i = 
1 
1r 
- e dt = 1 e dt 




-t2 'l -t2 




as found in Kapteyn's paper ,we shall have n values of 
Ri = g(xi) = a + bxi + cxi + 
The problem of finding the best values of a,b,c, etc., 
is resolved by Least Squares and Orthogonal Polynomials as 
set out in the paper by Dr. Aitken referred to. Briefly if 
g(x) = ao + a1 Tl(x) + a2T2(x) + a3T3(x) + 
where Tr (x) is the rth. Tchebychef polynomial for a set of 
n data, then 
ar = S R T ,Ex) where S represents summation over x 
S T (x) 
and R= g(xr) and is the solution of 
R -t2 
1, e dt = Ti 
and S ( - ( ao + a1`l'1(x) + a2TkX) + ) )N = icesidual 
x=o 
is a minimum. 
Taking into the account the orthogonal relations 
we have Residual = S R2 - aoS R - alS RT1(x) -a2S RT2(x).. 
and so the residual at the determination of each ai can 
be examined and we are satisfied with the a which gives 
the least value for Residual . 
n -i -1 
The convergence or otherwise of the transformation 
g(x) = ao + a 
1 
T1(x) + a2T2(x) + 
need not be examined since we envisage only a finite number 
of terms ;in general there can be little point in proceeding 
beyond a çLuintic transformation for further terms would 
involve the sixth,seventh 
7. 
moments of the R data 
which would be subject to a considerable degree of error. 
We now turn to several practical examples set out in full 
detail. 
4 A. PRACTICAL EXAMPLES OF KAPTEYN TRAúJSFORTILATIONS. 
Example 1. Data: "The number of entrants,limited payment 




1 :0027 -2:7800 
57 :1549 -1:0157 
224 :6087 0:2759 
322 :8750 1:1505 
356 :9674 1:8443 
365 :9918 2:4000 
367 :9973 2:7800 
368 
xi 













where i/,[ 2zt e dx = Fre 
Freq. a, 
= D (say) 
('_'d. B. Throughout these examples we shall use the sign : for 
the usual single decimal point.) 
Havincz determined R from tables of the normal _integral 














-2:7800 -2:7800 -2:7800 -2:7800 7:7284 
-3:7957- -6:5757 -9:3557 -12:1357 1:0316 
-3:5198 -10:0955 (-14 :40345) 0:0761 
-2:94455) 1:3237 
7:59955S 3:4014 
7:0243 14:9843 (18:23215) 5:7600 
5:1800 7:9600 10:7400 13:5200 7:7284 
2:7800 2:7800 2:7800 2:7800 
S=27:0496 
Adding and subtracting corresponding entries we have 
n1 = 4 :6550 = 25:0798 m {23 = 3 :8287 mg= 25 :6557. 
We have used Central Factorial Moments so we set out the table 
of Centred Tchebychef Polynomials for n =7. 















7 112 756 2400 
We have also 
Vo= 1:1870 ,µ 
- 
&_W0=0 :79972 842Vo = -0 :2610 
Residual Table. 
c`ìWo= 0:09598 
R- Residual aia R Ti(x) 
ao = 4:6550/7 = 0:6650 3:0956 -3 :9540 n -i -i 
a. = 2x25:0798 =0 :44785 22 :4640 1:4900 0 :298 
1 112 
a2 = -32:8878 =-0:04350 1:4306 0:0594 0:0148 
756 
a3 = 0:5759 x 20 = 0:004799 0:0553 0 :0041 0:ool3 
2400 
(N.B. We could proceed further and find a4 but with a short 
set of data as in this case the increase in accuracy would 
scarcely be substantial since the residual after a3 =:0041 ) 
The two half -tables for V and W are as follows- 
V ccV &,2V W &cGV 2W 2c3W 
1:1870 -0:2610 0 0 
-0:1305 :79972 :09598 
1:0565 -0:2610 0:79972 :095:8 
-0:3915 :89570 :09598 
0:6650 -0:2610 1:69542 :19196 
-0:6525 1:08766 
0:0125 2:78308 
Adding and subtracting corresponding values of V and W we 






(Rcor:. R 2 actual ) 
9. 
Frequency. Observed 
-2:7706 :0028 :000,088 1 1 
- 1:0304 :1514 :000,216 55 56 
0:2568 :6014 :000,365 166 167 
1:1870 :8824 :001,332 103 98 
1:8562 :9683 :000,142 32 34 
2:3604 :9909 :001,568 8 9 
2:7956 :9974 :000,243 2 2 
(:9993) S. :003,954 1 1 
S=368 
We observe that S ( R computed - R actual )2 = :003,954 is in 
good agreement with the Residual =:0041 , which provides 
a check on the calculations. 
Equation of the Curve. 
The equation of the curve which represrfts the distribution 
is 
YI Ht(x) e 
N 
where R(x) = 0 :665 + 0 :44785T1(x) -0:0435T2(x) + 0:004799T3( 
= 1:1870 + 0 :78372x - 0:1305x2 + 0 :015997x3 
and R'(x) = dR = 0:78372 - 0 :2610x + 0:04799x2 
dx 
Hence 
-2( 1: 1870 +:78372x- :1305x2 +.:0159 9 
y= ( :78372- :2610x+ :04799x2) ) e 
To draw a graph of the curve we look Up values of 
1417E-Exp. -2r2 and multiply by the corresponding value 
of :70372- :2610x + :04799x2 . The table for this calculation 
if given overleaf. 
Calculation of Ordinates of the Curve. 
10. 
-4122(x) 
e /412Lí x :78372 :04799x2 -:261x R'(x) y 
-3 :78372 :43191 :783 1 :9863 :0086 :0172 
-2 :78372 :19196 :522 1:49768 :2346 :3514 
-1 :78372 :04799 :261 1:09271 :3860 :4218 
0 :78372 00000 000 0 :78372 :1972 :1545 
1 :78372 :04799 -:261 0:57071 :0712 :0406 
2 :78372 :19196 -:522 0:45368 :0246 :0112 
3 :78372 :43191 -:783 0 :43263 :0080 :0035 
In addition we give the value of y( -3/2) = R'( -3/2) Exp. -02(-3/2) 
J P'r 
=1:2832 x 0:3770=0:4838. 
( N.3. It should be noted that the curves which result from 
Kapteyn transformations are not difficult to graph since the 
only calculations to be made are those of R'(x) . On the other 
hand the maximum ordinate occurs at that value of x which 
satisfies 
R"(x) = R'(x)2 R(x) 
which is an equation in x of degree 3p -2 where p is the degree 
of the transformation R(x). For example in the case of a cubic 
transformation ,the above equation for the maximum ordinate's 
x value is of degree seven and a ready solution would not in 
general be possible. ) 
11. 
It is of interest to compare the Kapteyn graduation with that 
of Type vl of the Pearsonian system as computed in Elderton. 
.0bserved. Kapteyn. Pearson's Ty-De ô, 
1 1 1 
56 55 50 
167 166 108 
98 103 100 
34 32 36 
9 8 10 
2 2 2 
1 1 2 
Test of Goodness of Fit. 
we find 
Conrcuting xL = S (Freq. computed' -Freq. observed)2 
Frece. Corimuted 
and 
= 0 :4826 
n = 5 -4 =1 = number of degrees of 
freedom 
p 0:49 
We may conclude that the graduation is_a satisfactory 
explanation of the facts. 
We give the graph of the curve and the distribution on the 
next page. 
12. 
GRAPH OF IIE CURVE AND DISTRIBUi'ION. 
Data: "The number of entrants,limited payment -policies,1863 -93." 
Kapteyn curve is :- 
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Table of Central Values and Differences ; Tchebychef }polynomials. 
n=12 




48:5225 2 560 
11:5527 6 -160 
171:8324 20 -448 
14:6657 70 
197:2769 252 
S Tr(x) 12 572 12012 128700 800800 3118752 
Combining the values of the a's in this table by multiples 
of rows we find , using the quartic transformation , 
MWo = 0:31762 .A ÿ-2V 
0 
=- 0:05008 
AA ̀cL Vo =0 :01120 





The residual table is no-.. given from which it is seen that the 
quartic fit is likely to lead to the best results. 
aiS 






16:72317 n -i -1 
12 
a1=97:0450 = 0:169tì6 16:46465 0:25852 0:0258 
572 
a2=-48:9593 = -0 :00408 0 :19975 0:05877 0:00653 
12012 
a3=40:0730 =0:00031 0:01242 0:04635 0:0057' 
128700 
«.= 124:3710 =0:00016 0:01990 0:02645 0:00378 
800800 
a =-94:5364 =-0:00003 0:00284 0:02361 0:00393 
3118752 
By examination of Residual it is clear that the transformation 
n -i -1 
to choose is the one up to and including a4.We proceed to compute 
R from two Half Tables of Differences for V and W. 
Half Tables for V and W. 
V c°cV 
0 
( 2V `V 
0 
ß.4V 
:46921 -:05008 :01120 
-:05008 :01120 
:41913 -:03888 :01120 
-:08896 :02240 
:33017 -:01648 :01120 
-:10544 :03360 
:22473 +:01712 :01120 
-:08832 :04480 
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Greenleaf computes S (Frequency -Computed Freq. )2 and finds 
562 for his curve as compared with 1400 for a fitting by Pearson. 
17. 
This figure for the Kapteyn curve is 1113. It is evident that 
the curve fitted by Greenleaf is a better approxit ation to the 
data than either Pearson's or Kapteyn's,but it is worth noting 
that Greenleaf uses seven parameters as compared with five 
used in the Kapteyn quartic transformation. Greenleaf remarks 
that the value of S (Preci. -Comp.F req. ) 2 for his fourth degree 
curve is 1170 which is near the Kapteyn figure 1113 and also 
directly comparable. Moreover there can be little doubt that 
fitting a curve of the type 
y= ( aoGo(x) + aiGi(x) + a2G2(x) + ..... oe) 0 (x) 
:;here Gr(x) is the rth Gram polynomial orthogonal w. r. t. (x) 
the coefficient of tx in ( pt + cl )n p =q =2 , involves 
heavier calculations than does the Kapteyn graduation. 
E iUÁTIUT'T .2).LLEL2-2LEL Curve. 
The transformation is g(x) = R(x) = 
:46921 +:31762x -: 02504( x2 4)4:00103x(x2- )+:0004(x2- 4 )(x2 -9/4) 




y= 1/par R' (x) e 

























The graph of the curve and distribution is given overleaf. 
VSVCi ,,,ZOidETJ,Vd J0 EKV014 
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'BT 
19. 
Example 3 Data:- Weights for Scotland, 
First Surn. Decimal 
Yule, Statistics. 































-1 255 522 4307 -0:1234 0:01523 
0 275 797 6576 0:2871 0:08243 
1 168 965 7962 0:5855 0 :34281 
2 125 1090 8993 0:9033 0:81595 
3 67 1157 9546 1:1957 1:42970 
4 24' 1181 9744 1:3787 1:90081 
5 14 1195 9860 1:5540 2:41492 
6 7 1202 9917 1:6933 2:86726 
7 4 1206 9950 1:8200 8= 21:04832 
8 2 1208 9967 1:9200 
9 4 1212 
8=1212 
(1) 
The relation between 
Column (5) gives 
(2) (3) (4) 
R -t 
2 (5) 
column (3) and (4) is 1/1 r e dt = Col.(3) 
-ob 
the, value of S2 and we propese to graduate 
the data from x = -6 to x= +6,thus excluding the small frequencies 
for x= 7,8 and 9 from the graduation. We next set o-at the mean 
Central Factorial Moments of R. 
R .(,C * L 3 4 S 
-2:2361 -2:2361 -2:2361 -2:2361 -2:2361 -2:2361 -2:2361 
-1:7233 -3:9594 -6:1955 -8:4316 -10:6677 -12:9038 -15:1399 
-1:3790 -5:3384 -11:5339 -19:9655 -30:6332 -43:5370 -58:6769 
-1:0052 -6:3436 -17:8775 -37:8430 -68:4762 -112:0132 -170:6901 
-0:5452 -6:8888 -24:7663 -62:6093 -131:0855(_177:5559) 




0:5855 7:3105 29 :4238 (68 :4140) 
0:9033 6:7250 22 :1133 53:7021 109:8186 (145:5740) 
1:1957 5:8217 15 :3883 31:5888 56:1165 90:6647 136:9267 
1:3787 4:6260 9:5666 16:2005 24:5277 34:5482 46:2620 
1:5540 3:2473 4 :9406 6:6339 8:3272 10:0205 11:7138 
1:6933 1:6933 1 :6933 1:6933 1:6933 1:6933 1:6933 
Adding and subtracting corresponding entries we have 20. 
m{Oy = 0:5853 m 
{i 
=61 :2023 ts = -10 :0845 
.m {43` =- 31:9819 m =307:6168 
Central Table for n =13 
mw240 :9041 
ar :045 023. :168.138. -:004 722. -:000 341. :000014 :000021 
0:5853 l -42 420 
61:2023 2 80 720 
-10:0845 6 -200 
240:9041 20 -504 
-31:9819 70 
307:,6168 252 





21:021,968 ao= :5853 =:045,023 
13 
ai= 122:4046 =:168,138 20 :580,865 0:441,103 :0401 
728 
a2=-85:0896 =-:004,722 0 :401,793 0 :039,310 :0039 
18018 
a3=-78:1020 =-:000,341 0:026,633 0:012,677 :0014 
228800 
a4= 23:99 3 =:000,014;099 0:000,338 0:012,339 :0015 
1701700 
a5= 169:4232 =:000,021,126 0:003,579 0:008,760 :0012 
8019648 
Prom this table it is clear that the cubic transformation is 
better than the ryuartic and only slightly inferior to the quintic. 
We graduate with the cubic since the possible refinement gained 
by proceeding to the quintic is not sufficient to warrant the 
extra computational work. 
We find Vo =:243,347 ß«&W0 =:363, 556 (0V0=-:028,332 
,. &3W0= -:006, 820 
Using these values the computed R are found from two half tables 











-:014,166 :363,556 -:006,820 
:229,181 -:028,332 :363,556 -:006,820 
-:042,498 :356,736 -:006,820 
:186,683 -:028,332 :720,292 -:013,640 
-:070,830 :343,096 -:006,820 
:115,853 -:028,332 1:063,388 -:020,460 
-:099,162 :322,636 -:006,820 
:016,691 -:028,332 1:386,024 -:027,280 
-:127,494 :295,356 -:006,820 
-:110,803 -:028,332 1:681,380 -:034,100 
-:155,826 :261,256 -:006,820 
-:266,629 -:028,332 1:942,636 -:040,920 
-:184,158 :220,336 -:006,820 
-:450,787 -:028,332 2:162,972 -:047,740 
-:212,490 :172,596 
-:663,277 2;335,568 
Hence we find the computed R as follows ,and thence the frequency. 
R corrtat. (R comet. 
- R act. 
Decimal Frequency Observed (I' -0 ..2 /F 
-2;2093 :000,718 :0009 1 1 
-1:7922 :004,747 :0057 6 8 :57 
-1:3693 :000,094 :0264 25 22 :36 
-0 :9475 :003,329 :0902 77 63 2 :55 
-0:5336 :000,135 :2253 164 173 :49 
-0:1344 :000,121 :4246 242 255 :70 
0 :2433 :001,918 :6347 255 275 1:57 
0:5927 :000,052 :7991 199 168 4:83 
0 :9070 :000,014 :9002 123 125 :03 
1:1792 :000,272 :9523 63 67 :25 
1 :4027 :000,576 :9763 29 24 :86 
1 :5706 :000,276 :9868 13 14 :08 
1:6760 :000,299 :9911 5 7 :27 
:01 '2,551 
and S1:012,677 12 :56 
22. 
It is to be observed that the Kapteyn graduation spreads the 
positive tail slightly ,but apart from this the agreement is 
good. Applying the test,we have 
= 12:56 n= 12 -4= 8 
P = 0:13. 
and so we can say that the fitted curve approximately accounts 
for the facts. The equation of the curve is 
y= l /,Ii dR e P2(x) 
N dx 
where R(x)= :243347 + :364693x - :014166x2- :001137x3 
"WEIGHTS FOR SCOTLAND " Graph. 
23. 
Example 4. Data- "On the rate of mortality among female 
nominees etc. " J. Inst. Act. xxxlil 262 -8 .Elderton "Frequency 


















Frequency First Sums Decimal R R 2 
1 1 0005 -3:3086 10:94683 
5 6 0028 -2:7700 7:67290 
8 14 0065 -2:4850 6:17523 
12 26 0120 -2:2567 5:09270 
28 54 0250 -1:9600 3:84160 
82 136 0629 -1:5308 2:34335 
128 264 1221 -1:1645 1:35606 
253 517 2391 -0:2603 0:50325 
342 859 3973 +0:3587 0:06776 
525 1384 6401 1:0056 0:12867 
438 1822 8427 1:8157 1:01123 
265 2087 9653 2:3200 3:29677 
53 2140 9898 2:9000 5:38240 
18 2158 9981 8:41000 
4 2162 56:22875 
Where 'Decimal' = 1 ` ®e. "'vv 
R 
CENTRAL IuI0i;1ENTS OF "R" 
3 k ` L AA' 4 
-3:3086 -3:3086 -3:3086 -3:3086 -3:3086 -3:3086 
-2:7700 -6:0786 -9:3872 -12 :6958 -16:0044 -19:3130 
-2:4850 -8:5636 -17:9508 -30:6466 -46:6510 -65:9640 
-2:2567 -10:8203 -28:7711 -59:4177 -106087 -172:0327 
-1:9600 -12:7803 -41:5514 -100:9691 -207:0378 -379:0705 
-1:5308 -14:3111 -55:8625 -156:8316 (-285:4536) 
-1:1645 -15:4756 (-63:6003 
-0:7094 7:4303 (43:4518 
-0:2603 8:1397 39:7367 120:7064 (230:7913) 
+0:3587 8:4000 31:5970 80:9697 170:4381 316:8222 
1:0056 8:0413 23:1970 49:3727 89:4684 146:3841 
1:8157 7:0357 15:1557 26:1757 40:0957 56:9157 
2:3200 5:2200 8:1200 11:0200 13:9200 16:8200 
2:9000 2:9000 2:9000 2:9000 2:9000 2:9000 
mio) =-8 : 0453 mSIS =107:0521 m{23 =-36 :1252 m g =516:2449 
=-62:2,483 mg =831:5844 
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Using the table of Tchebychef polynomials ,n =14 ,we have:- 


























s- .S R ``i () U 2 =56:22875 2 
S2 n-i-1 
ao= -8:0453 =-:574,664 4:623,34 51:605,41 
14 
a1= 214:1042 =:235,279 50:374,222 1:231,19 :1026 
910 
a2= 169:4232 =:006,464,6 1:095,25 0:135,94 :0124 
26208 
a3= 47:8964 =:000,123,14 0:005,90 0:130,04 :0130 
388960 
a4= -57:3673 =-:000,010,86 0:000,97 0:129,07 :0143 
3403400 
a5=-58:7502 =-:000,003,08 0:000,18 0:128,89 :0161 
19046700 
By considering this residual table,an interesting point comes 
out of this example.The effect on S2 of the addition of three 
terms after the parabolic transformation is:00705 which is very 
slight. In other words,the quintic transformation is little,if 
any better than the parabolic,especially in view of the loss of 
three degrees of freedom. For this reason it is clear that the 
parabolic transformation will lead to as good a result as any 
obtained by including further terms. The value of S2 which 
n -1 -i 
25. 
increases for terms after a2 is significant in this respect. 
As the data consists of some fifteen class intervals and the 
parabolic transformation involves three constants only,it is 
suggested in advance that the fit will not be very close. 
Using ao, ai, a2 , we find from the table on the previous page, 
Vo=-:884,964,8 &W= :470558 cc2Vo=:0587876 
Building two half tables of differences for V and W , 
V &V &2V l &W 
-:884,964,8 :038,7876 :235,279 
:038,787,6. :470,558 
-:846,177,2 :038,7876 :705,837 
:077,575,2 :470,558 
-:768,602,0 :038,7876 1:176,395 
:166,362,8 :470,558 
-:652,239,2 :038,7876 1 :646,953 
. :155,150,4 :470,558 
-:497,088,8 :038.7876 2:117,511 
:193,938,0 :470,558 
-:303,150,8. :038.7876 2 :588,069 
:232,725,6 :470,558 
-:070,425,2 3:058,627 
and then adding and subtracting corresponding values of V and W, 
we find R computed.' 
Th e transformation is :- 
R(X) = -:884,965 + :470,558X + :019,393,8(X2- 1) 
and R'(:ñ)= :470,558 + :0193938(2X) 
With 
y= !¡ (:470558 + :0193938(2x) )e-2" 
2( 
The ordinates of the curve for graphing purposes are as follows- 
,__ -6 :5 -5:5 -4 :5 -3:5 -2 :5 -1:5 -0:5 
2162y= 1:42 3:39 8:32 20 :41 48:62 106:64 207:88 
+0:5 +1:5 +2:5 +3:5 +5:5 +5:5 +6:5 . :_42: 39 451:62 450:43 318:8 149:.65 43:32 7:03 
26 




:0387876= 0470558 +:0193938(2x) )2( -: 884965 + :470558x +:0193938(x2 -4)) 
which is a quartic in x. This demonstrates that in the case of the 
very simplest Kapteyn transformation ,R(x)= a +bx +cx2,the problem 




Decimal Frequency Observed Pearson's 
Tvne y 
-3 :1291 :032,22 0009 2 1 1 
-2 :8912 :014,69 0019 2 5 3 
-2:6146 :016,80 0045 6 8 6 
-2:2992 :001,81 0107 13 12 14 
-1:9450 :000,23 0259 33 28 32 
-1 :5520 :000,45 0604 75 82 68 
-1:1202 :001,96 1314 154 128 137 
-0:6497 :003,56 2579 273 253 247 
-0:1403 :014,40 4442 403 342 381 
+0 :4078 :002,41 6583 462 525 480 
0:9947 :000,12 8400 393 438 441 
1:6204 :038,14 9474 232 265 261 
2:2849 :001,23 9888 90 _53 80 
2;9882 :007,78 9986 21 1810 
3 4 1 
:155,80 
We see from the check column (R Ra)2 that the sum of these 
27 
is in good agreement with S2= :135,94. The graduation is not 
good and is without doubt inferior to Pearson's Type V . 
However it must be remarked that a curve involving only three 
constants would be remarkable if it gave a Food approximation 
to a set of fifteen data.The fit could be improved by excluding 
some of the small frequencies at the tails of the distribution, 
for these correspond to the larger values of R which in turn 
account for a correspondingly large proportion of S2,thus 
reducing the precision of the smaller important R's. 











Example 5 Data:- "Chances of Death" Pearson :Elderton 
Frequency Curves,page 135. 
This example is different from the four previous examples in 
that it has one abrupt tail .We shall see that a Kapteyn 
transformed normal curve can successfully graduate the data 
although this of distribution calls for a modification of the 
method alrady set out. 
28. 
x Freq. First Decimal R R2 
Sums. 
0 64 64 0640 -1:0761 1:157,991 
1 116 180 1799 -0:6476 :419,386 
2 140 320 3199 -0:3310 :109,561 
3 145 465 4648 -0:0625 :003,906 
4 134 599 5988 0:1769 :031,294 
5 106 705 7047 0:3804 :144,704 
6 82 787 7867 0:5622 :316,069 
7 72 859 8587 0:7597 :577,144 
8 49 908 9076 0:9378 :879,469 
9 37 945 9446 1:1275 1:271,256 
10 25 970 9696 1:3260 1:758,276 
11 13 983 9826 1:4929 2:228,750 
12 10 993 9926 1:7233 2:969,763 
13 5 998 9976 1:9900 3:960,100 
14 2 1000 9996 2:3740 5:635,876 
15 0:4 1000:4 21 :463,545 
1000:4 
( TT. B. Tables of 
R t2 
1 /i2 e- dt are used from 
-d, 






m(1) m(,) m(3) m(4) m(5 ) 
-0:6476 11:8096 136:9210 
-0:3310 12:4572 125:1114 722 :3533 
-0 :0625 12 :7882 112:6542 597:2419 2407:3599 
0 :1769 12:8507 99:8660 484 :5877 1810:1180 5668:1869 
0 :3804 12:6738 87:0153 384:7217 1325:5303 3858:0689 9916:8925 
0 :5622 12:2934 74:3415 297:7064 940:8086 2532:5386 6058:8236 
0 :7597 11:7312 62:0481 223:3649 643:1022 1591:7300 3526:2850 
0:9378 10:9715 50 :3169 161:3168 419:7373 948:6278 1934:5550 
1:1275 10 :0337 39:3454 110:9999 258:4205 528:8905 985:9272 
1 :3260 8 :9062 29:3117 71:6545 147:4206 270:4700 457:0367 
1:4929 7 :5802 20 :4055 42 :3428 75:7661 123:0494 186:5667 
1 :7233 6:0873 12 :8253 21:9373 33:4233 47:2833 63:5173 
1 :9900 4 :3640 6:7380 9:1120 11:4860 13:8600 16:2340 
2:3740 2:3740 2 :3740 2 :3740 2:3740 2:3740 2:3740 
29 
We have used ordinary factorial moments in this example ;it is 
clear that it involves more computation than central moments. 
Table of Tchebychef Polynomials for n =15 
:715567 :220666 -:000782 :00174183 :00000255 
10:7335 +1 -7 +91 -91 1001 -2002 
136:9210 +1 -39 +78 -1430 +4290 
722:3533 +6 -30 +990 -4620 
2407:3599 +5 -385 +3080 
5668:1869 +70 -1260 
991ü:8925 +252 











ao= 10:7335 =:715,567 
=:220,666 
15 
a = 61:7865 
1 280 
a:}= -29:0507 =-:000,782 0:022,718 0:126,109 0:0105 
37128 
a.,=69:29 =:001,741,83 0:120,691 0:005,418 0:00050 
`' 39780 
a,= 16:492 = :000,002,55 0:000,042 0:005,376 0:00053 Y 
6466460 
Inspection of this table shows that the parabolic transformation 
is a very slight improvement on the linear ,whereas the cubic 
is a pronounced inrprovement.The value of S2 /(n -i -1) is greater 
for the term a4 than a3 and S2 itself shows extremely little 
difference.líence we decide to use the cubic transformation. 
From the above table we have , 
U0= -1:058,764 LI.U0= :387,027 ß Uo =- :056,947 2L0=:008,709 
and from these a table for R is built up thus:- 
30 





R 2 R 3R 
1 -0:671,737 :387,027 
2 -0:341,657 :330,080 -:056,947 
3 -0:059,815 :281,842 -:048,238 :008,709 
4 +0:182,498 :242,313 -:039,529 :008,709 
5 +0:393,991 :211,493 -:030,820 :008,709 
6 +0:583,373 :189,382 -:022,111 :008,709 
7 +0:759,353 :175,980 -:013,402 :008,709 
8 +0:930,640 :171,287 -:004,693 :008,709 
9 +1:105,943 :175,303 +:004,016 :008,709 
10 +1:293,971 :188,028 +:012,725 :008,709 
11 +1:503,433 :209,462 +:021,434 :008,709 
12 +1:743,038 :239,605 +:030,143 :008,709 
13 +2:021,495 :278,457 +:038,852 :008,709 
14 +2:347,513 :326,018 +:047,561 :008,709 
15 +2:729,801 :382,288 +:056,270 :008,709 
For agood fit at the abrupt tail,we expect a large value of R 
to correspond to x = -1 .To compute values of R for values of x at 
the negative side ,we refer to the actual transformation 
11(x) =- 1:0587635 + :41840324x -:032828x2 +:001451525x3 
and fina R ) _ -1 :5114 
R (((- 
3) -- R(- = 2:6486 
e can see i? aediately that the graduated data will have frequencies 
at the abrupt tail for which there are no corresponding data. This 
defect is unavoidable with a transformation expressed as a power, 
series for it is clearly impóssible for such an expression to have 
an 'infinity' for a finite value of x . We shall return to this 
point at the end of this example. 











-2 -2:0385 0020 2 
--1 -1:5114 0163 14 
0 -1:0588 :000,30 0671 51 64 
+1 -0:6717 :000,58 1711 104 116 
+2 -0:3417 :000,11 3145 143 140 
;-3 -0:0598 :000,01 4663 152 145 
+4 0:1825 :000,03 6018 136 134 
+5 0:3940 :000,18 7113 110 106 
+6 0:5834 :000,45 7956 84 82 
+7 0:7594 :000,00 8586 63 72 
+8 0:9306 :000,05 9059 47 49 
+9 1:1059 :000,47 9411 35 37 
+10 1:2940 :001,02 9663 25 25 
+11 1:5034 :000,11 9833 17 13 
+12 1:7430 :000,39 9932 10 10 
+13 2:0215 :000,99 9979 5 5 
+14 2:3475 :000,70 9995 2 2. 
+15 2:7298 9999 0:4 
:005,39 
i n god agreement 
with S=:oo5;418 
COMPARISON T BE`1 WLEN SEVERAL GRADUATIONS OF THIS DATA . 




2 14 12 30 
64 67 51 64 64 
116 116 104 104 102 
140 138 143 129 130 
145 139 152 134 135 
134 128 136 128 130 
106 110 110 116 111 
82 89 84 93 92 
72 69 63 73 73 
49 51 47 53 53 
37 35 35 36 36 
25 24 25 25 20 
13 15 17 14 10 
10 9 10 10 10 
5 5 5 5 4 
2 2 2 2 - 
0:4 1 0:4 1 
32 
Each of the graduations depends on four constants and so a 
direct comparison jS possible .Without applying the x test, 
it is evident that the Kapteyn graduation is superior to Type B 
and Edgeworth. The comparison between Kapteyn's and Pearson's 
Type 1 shows a close agreement except in the case of the freauencies 
14 and 2 in the former which have no counterpart in the data. This 
represents 1:6% of the total frequency and hence it can not be 
regarded as a serious defect.Iiowever we may expect that some 
distributions with one abrupt tail will present difficulties if 
we atteiirpt a graduation by means of a Kapteyn transformation of 
the type 
R(x) = a + bx + . cx2 + dx3 + 
For suppose x=0 corresponds to the frequency at the abrupt tail. 
Then the ordinate of the curve at x = -1 must be zero (or at some 
point -1 4:x lCO ). R(-1) must thus be -00 which is impossible 
with the form R(x) used above. Common sense would suggest a 
transformation of the 'Laurent' series type ,i.e. 
11,(") = a + bx + cx2 + dx 
3 
+Ax-1 + Bx-2 + Cx-6 + ..aa... 
but this would lead to equations to determine a,b,c, 
, 
which can not be solved . In the next example we shall discuss a 
transformation which can be treated practiçally and which also 
makes R( -a) = -040 . 
We pass on to the application of the test to the Kapteyn and 
Pearson graduations. 
33 
The Value of P ;for the Kapteyn and Pearson curves. 
Observed Kapteyn Pearson (K -@)r /K (P -0) /P 
2 
14 2 
64 `4--"'51 67 :13 :36 
116 104 116 1 :38 :00 
140 143 138 :07 :03 
145 152 139 :32 :26 
134 136 128 :03 :28 
106 110 110 :15 :15 
82 84 89 :05 :55 
72 63 69 1:12 :13 
49 47 51 :08 :08 
37 35 35 :11 :11 
25 25 94 :00 : 04 
13 17 15 :94 :27 
10 -10 9 
5 5 5 
2 2 2 
4:38 2:26 
The Arrows indicate the class grouping of the application of the 
P 
y test. - 
n= 13 -4 =9 = number of degrees of freedom ,in both cases. 
P (Kapteyn) = 0 :88 P(Pearson) = 0 :986 
The value for the Kapteyn curve shows good agreement while P for 
Pearson's curve is so high as to be doubtful. In conclusion we can 
say that the Kapteyn curve gives a reasonable account of the data. 
34 
ElUyi.TION OF THE CURVE AND VALUE OF ORDINATES. 
4e have R(x) =- 1:0587635 + :418403x -:032828x2 + :001451525x3 
and so 
R'(x)=:418403 -:065656x + :004354575x2 
and the equation of the curve is 




The values of y were found to be :- 
..- -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
y= 0050 0281 0769 -1252 1529 1465 1231 0961 0727 -0546 
x= 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
y= 0408 0299 -0209 0131 -0070 s0029 -0008 
GRAPH OF "CHANCES OF DEATH" DtiT_A. AND KAPTEY'_`T' S CURVE 
4B FURTHER EXAMPLES OF KAPTEYN'S IDEA OF A TRANSFORMED 
VARIABLE, WHEN THE TRANSFORIM1ATION IS LOGARITHMIC. 
The case already considered is y =R'(x)e 442(x) 
where R(x) = aoTo(x) + a1T1(x) + a2T2(x) + 
and the Tr(x) 's are Tchebychef's orthogonal polynomials 
In the present case we assume 
hR(x) = loge(a0T0(x) + a1T1(x) + a2T2(x) + ....... ) 
i.e. enR(x) = aoTo(x) + a1T1(x) + a2T2(x) + .......... <<< 
where it is understood that h is positive and the constants 
ai,i =1,2,3,4,5, etc. are chosen so that 
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aoT0(0) + a1T1(ID) + a2T2(0) + =0 
approximately, in which case ehR(0) = 0 and so since h is positive 
R(0) = - .In this way the transformation will be suitable for 
distributions with one (or two) abrupt tail(s). 
The special case eR(X)= aoTo(X) + a1T1(X) , has been considered 
by Wicksell in "On the Genetic Theory of Frequency " (ref. 4 ) ; 
where he uses the method of moments .It is clear however that 
this method would not apply to parabolic,cubic,....etc. forms of 
e(X) . The method set out here is similar to that explained 
in 4A except that a special artifice is used in the case when 
h in ehR(X) is 1. 
EXAMPLE 1 
First of all we take the simple case eR(X)= ao +alTl(X) + ... 
i.e. h =1, and give a successful graduation of the data treated 
in Example 5, Pearson's "Chances of Death" distribution. 
Distribution 64 116 140 145 134 106 82 72 49 37 25 13 36 
10 5 2 0 :4 
We find R as previously explained, and then using a table of 
natural logarithms ( such as those in 'Fisher and Yates' 
"Statistical Tables" ) write down eR and graduate by means of 
Tchebychef polynomials.As x =0 corresponds to the frequency 64, 
we include in the data frequency 0 corresponding to x = -1 . If we 
excluded this frequency (which is a perfectly legitimate device) 
there would still be no check on the spreading out of the 
abrupt tail. 
x Frequen First Sums R e (ex)2 
0 0 0 - 0 0 
1 64 64 -1:5223 0:2182 0:0476 
2 116 180 -0:9158 0:4002 0:1602 
3 140 320 -0:4681 0:6262 0:3921 
4 145 465 -0:0882. 0:9156 0:8383 
5 134 599 0:2503 1:2844 1:6497 
6 106 705 0:5380 1:7126 2:9330 
7 82 787 0:7952 2:2149 4:9058 
8 72 859 1:0745 2:9285 8:5761 ' 
9 49 908 1:3262 3:7667 14:1880 
10 37 945 1:5945 33:6908 
11 25 970 1:8750 
12 13 983 2:1111 
13 10 993 2:4360 
14 5 998 2:8200 
15 2 1000 3:3657 
lu 0:4 1000:4 
e have taken x =0 to correspond to frequency zero . Further the 
data has been curtailed at x =9 ,for values of ex for x= 10,11,... 16 
become rapidly large and would disturb the precision for the 
s.Aaller values of x which correspond to large frequencies. 
:le now graduate eR and set out the Central Moments and Residual 
`l f,) :bl es. 
37 
CENTRAL 1r 1+;i0ivil±,N'l' á Ut+' e yt -,-- A 3 A 4 ws ---.- t 
ArtZ 
0 0 0 o o 0 
0:2182 0:2182 0:2182 0:2182 0:2182 0:2182 
0:4002 0:6184 0:8366 1:0548 1:2730 1:4912 
0:6262 1:2446 2:0812 3:1360 (2:8410) 
0:9156 2:1602 (3:1613) 
1:2844 11:9071 (35:94825) 
1:7126 10:6227 29:9947 63:5953 (83:39355) 
2:2149 8:9101 19:3720 33 :6006 51 :5959 73:3579 
2:9285 6:6952 10:4619 14 :2286 17:9953 21 :7620 
3:7667 3:7667 3:7667 3:7667 3:7667 3:7667 
From this we have :- mi.03 =14:0673 ma= 32:78695 
m 
L4 
=66:7313 ma'=80: 55255 ram =74: 8491 




1:40673 0:19871 0:01321 0:00109 0:00004 
14:0673 +1 -24 +126 
32:78695 +2 -48 
66:7313 +6 -105 
80:55255 +20 
74:r491 +70 
ä 10 330 4752 34320 . 140140 
111JJ I1) V.r'L.t..l TABLE 
aiS RTi(x) S 
2 o'J/(n-14) 
ae = 14:0673 =1 :40673 19:7889 13:9019 1:5 
10 
ai 5:5739 =0 :19871 13:0302 0:8717 0:1 
330 




- 37.4'774 = 0:00109 0:0406 0:0019 0.0003 
3 34320 
a, = 5.1303 = 0:00004 0:0002 0:0017 0:0003 
140140 
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2rozn the residual table it is clear that the cubic transformation 
is to be chosen. Further we have :- 
,,t,Vo = 1:08969 &W0= 0:34510 ,2V0=0:07926 &3W0 =0 :02180 
Using these we build up two half tables of differences for V and 
and 'à0 which compounded lead to ex 





1:08969 0:07926 0:17255 0:01090 
:07926 0:35600 O:Ó2180 
1:16895 0:07926 0:52855 0 :03270 
:15852 0:38870 0:02180 
1:32747 0:07926 0:91725 0:05450 
:23778 0:44320 0:02180 
1:56526 0:07926 1:36045 0:07630 
:31704 0:51950 0:02180 
1:88229 0:07926 1:87995 0 :09810 
:39630 0:61760 0 :02180 
2:27859 0:07926 2:49755 0:11990 
:47556 0:73750 0 :02180 
2:75415 0:07926 3:23505 0:14170 
:55482 0:87920 0:02180 
3:30897 0:07926 4:11425 0:16350 
:63408 1:04270 0 :02180 
3:94305 0:07926 5:15695 0:18530 
:71334 1:22800 0:02180 
4:65639 0:07926 6:38495 0:20710 
:79260 1:43510 0 :02180 
5:44899 0:07926 7:82005 0:22890 
:87186 1:66400 0 :02180 
6:32085 0:07926 9:48405 0:2507.0 
:95112 1:91470 
7:°7197 11:39875 
We find the 
N. 
e 
computed values of eR to be as follows:- 
R 
e (actual) . Difference Diff.. 2 
0:00234 0 -0:00234 :000,005 
0:20480 0:2182 +0:01340 :000,180 
0:41022 0:4002 -8:01002 :000,100 
0:64040 0:6262 -0:01420 :000,202 
0:91714 0:9156 --0:00154 :000,002 
1:26224 1:2844 +0:02216 :000,491 
1:09750 1:7126 +0:01510 :000,228 
2:21472 2:2149 -0:02982 :000,889 
2:92570 2:9285 +0:00280 :000,008 
3:76224 3:7667 +0:00446 :000,020 
:002,125 . 
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The value of the sum of the squares of the differences 
(ei actual - eR computed) are found to be 0 :002125 in good agreement 
with 32 =0 :0019 . We proceed to the computation of the frequency . 
e graduated R Decimal Frequency Observed 
0:00234 -6:0576 0000 
0:020480 -1:5857 0564 56 G4 
0:41022 -0:8911 1864 130 116 
0 :64040 -0 :4457 3279 142 140 
0:91714 -0:0865 4655 138 145 
1:26224 0:2328 5921 127 134 
1:69750 0:522 7016 110 106 
2:24472 0:8086 7908 89 82 
2:92570 1:0735 8585 68 72 
3:76224 1:3250 9074 49 49 
4:77614 1:5636 9410 34 37 
5:98920 1:7900 9633 22 25 
7:42322 2 :0046 9775 14 13 
9:10000 2 :2083 9864 9 10 
11:04134 2 :4016 9918 5 5 
13:26904 2 :5848 9951 3 2 
15:80490 2:7603 9971 2 0:4 
18:67072 2:9269 9983 1 
For this graduation 9e1- =5:59 with the same grouping as used before 
in example 5.page 33 ,and since n ( number of degrees of freedom) 
.9 we have P_=0:78 approx. which indicates that the logarithmic 
Kapteyn curve accounts for the whole of the facts. It is to be 
recalled that the value of ` for the ordinary Kapteyn transformation - 
was 4:38 with P..= 0:88 . However the above graduation does give 
a curve with an abrupt tail . 
EQUATION OF THE CURVE 
From the table of Tchebychef polynomials on page 37, we have 
ek(') = :00234 + :208246X - :00942X2 + :00363X3 
and hence el` dR = :20824 - :01884x + :0108x2 
dx 
40 
The Equation of the curve is :- 
r =1, e_R (x) ( :20824 - :01884x + :01089x2 ) e -R2x) 
IT 
' 2 
( :208246 - :01884x + :01089x ) e 
-2( R + 1) 
+ 1) 
2 




The following scheme shows the calculation of ordinates: - 







6 1 :5292 
7 1 :8086 
8 2:0735 
9 2:3250 
10 2 :5636 
11 2 :7900 
12 3 :0046 
13 3 :2083 
14 3 :4016 
1 2 27) e-1-(h 
+1)2 
E(x) Y 
0 - 0 
:3362 :3302 :1110 
:3966 :3531 :1400 
:3429 :4119 :1412 
:2629 :5066 :1331 
:1865 :6373 :1189 
:1241 :8039 :0998 
:0779 1:0065 :0784 
:0465 1:2450 :0579 
:0267 1:5196 :0406 
:0150 1:8298 :0274 
:0081 2 :1761 :0176 
;0039 2 :5584 :0100 
:0023 2 :9743 :0068 
:0012 3:4312 :0041 
The last column gives the ordinates of the curve whose equation 





e (:208246-:01884x+:01089x e +00363 x 3 ) 
2111" 
II 
here e= 2:71828 to five places of decimals . The graph of the 
curve is given overleaf. 
uo Tq:euitl o,T v u t ul . T J . 1 3 OrT 1,1.473 q. 
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42. 
Example 2 Data: - "Exposed to I_;.isk of Sickness" Watson M.U. 
Tables;Elderton "Frequency Curves" page 7. 
We again try the simple transformation 
ek(X)= a + b T1(X) 
example 1. 
Freo. First Sums 
+ cT2(X) + 
R 




34 34 -1:8250 0:1612 :025,985 
145 179 -0:9192 0:3988 :159,041 
156 335 -0:4261 0:6531 :426,540 
145 480 -0:0503 0:9510 :904,401 
123 603 0:2611 1:2982 1:685,323 
103 706 0:5418 1:7191 2:955,305 
86 792 0:8134 2:2555 5:087,280 
71 863 1:0941 2:9864 8:918,585 
55 918 1:3920 4:0229 16:183,724 
37 955 1:6956 5:4499 29:701,410 
21 976 1:9780 66:047,594 
13 989 2:2900 
7 996 2:6500 
3 999 
1 1000 
(Frequency 0 is inserted at the beginning of the data.) 
We graduate the data using the frequencies up to and including 
the 37 group. 
e 
CENTRAL MOMENTS OF eR A ul 
y U- 2. Att3 *` 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0:1612 0:1612 0:1612 0:1612 0:1612 0:1612 
0:3988 0:5600 0:7212 0:8824 1:0436 1:2048 
0:6531 1:2131 1:9343 2:8167 3:8603 (3:13495) 
0:9510 2:1641 4:0984 (4:8659) 
1:2982 (2:8132, 
(17:0829 
1:7191 16:4338 58:5304 (119:1163) 
2:2555 14:7147 42;0966 89:8511 163:4281 (186:56345) 
2:9864 12:4592 27:3819 47:7545 73:5770 104:8494 
4:0229 9:4728 14:9227 20:3726 25:8225 31:2724 
5:4499 5:4499 5:4499 5:4499 5:4499 5:4499 
=19 : 8961 m 
Lj 
=54:4320 m{23=123:9822 
inS33 =159:5678 mS4j=189:6984 
43 












123:9822 +6 -140 
159:5678 +20 
18 9:0984 +70 
S T12i(x) 11 440 7722 68640 350350 
and the values of a an d S2 aré as follows:- 
aiS RTi(x) S2 
=66:047594 n-1-i 
ao= 19:8961 =1:80874 35:986,872 30:060722 3:006 
11 
a=108:864 =0:247418 26:934,913 3:125809 0:35 
440 
a2= 147:0102 =0:019038 2:798780 0:327029 0 :04 
7722 
a3= 143:164 = 0:002086 0:298640 0:028389 0:004 
68640 
a.;= 99:5610 =0:000284 0:028275 0:000114 0:00002 
350350 
The quartic transformation is clearly a good fit as the residual 
after a is 0 :000114 and the initial value of S2 is 66:047594 . 
4 
Using this quartic expression We proceed to find V and W and from 
them eR . From the table at the top of this page we have :- 
V0= 1:297240 ,t.i&W0= 0:378020 &2V0= 0:074468 ,0&3W0=0 :041720 










1:334,474 :084,408 :019,880 
:121,642 :029,820 
1.:456,116 :114,228 :019,880 
:235,870 :049,700 
1:691,986 :163,928 :019,880 
:399,798 :069,580 
2:091,784 :233,508 :019,880 
:633,306 :089,460 
2:725,090 :322,968 :019,880 
:956,274 :109,340 
3:681,364 :432,308 :019,880 
1:388,582 :129,220 
5:069,946 :561,528 :019,880 
1:950,110 :149,100 





W &UV & 2ï1V & 3tiV 
0 0 
:378,020 :041,720 








2:724,500 0 :208,600 
1:003,820 :041,720 
3:728,320 0 :250,320 
1:254,140 :041,720 




8:408,580 0 :375,480 
2 :255,420 
10:664,000 
Combining corresponding values of V and W the graduated 








(Diff. )2 R Decimal 
:000,590 0 :000,000 -7:4354 0000 
:162,504 0:161,200 :000,002 -1:8171 0346 
:391,046 0 :398,800 :000,060 -0:9389 1739 
:658,356 0:653,100 :000,028 -0:4180 3379 
:956,454 0:951,000 :000,030 -0:0445 4822 
1:297,240 1:298,200 :000,001 0:2603 6027 
1:712,494 1:719,100 :000,044 0:5379 7047 
2:253,876 2 :255,500 :000,002 0:8127 7918 
2:992,926 2 :986,400 :000,043 1:0963 8335 
4:021,064 4:022,900 :000,003 1:3915 9179 
5:449,590 5:449,900 :000,000 1:6955 9550 
7:409,684 :000,213 2:0028 9774 
10:052,406 2:3077 9895 
13:548,696 2:6062 9954 
18:089,374 2:8953 9981 
23:885,140 3:1733 9992 
The difference between S ( ekcoLTouteci -eEactual)2 and 




Observed Difference (Diff. )2 
Frequ. c omit. 
JJ 34 +1 :03 
139 145 -6 :26 
164 156 +8 :39 
144 145 -1 :01 
121 123 -2 :03 
102 103 -1 :01 
87 86 +1 :01 
72 rt l +1 :01 
54 55 -1 :02 
37 37 0 :00 
22 21 +1 :05 
12 13 :0S 
6 7 o 
3 3 :90 
1 1 
1. 
The agreement is excessively close and the value of 
=0:91 corresponds to Pl,lgreater than 0:99. e, must 
view the Kapteyn logarithmic transformed curve in this 
case with some suspicion. 
E. UATION OF THE CURVE 
The equation of the transfor_lation is 
11)0: 
00059 +0:114343X +0: 0563556X 2 -0:009613;5 +0:0008283X4 e 
and so the fitted curve is 
y e (: 114343+ :1127113x -:028839x2+ :00331`5x3) e-2(R +1) 
2 
2 TS 
where R(x) is the natural logarithm of the expression above. 
2 














1 0:2858 :3323 :09ö0 
2 0:3982 :4333 :1646 
3 0:3368 :4656 :1568 
4 0:2528 :5207 :1316 
5 0:1804 :6118 :1104 
6 0:1223 :7717 :0944 
7 0:0771 1:0331 :0797 
8 0:0443 1:4289 :0633 
9 0:0228 1:9918 :0454 
10 0:0105 2:7546 :0289 
11 0:0044 3:7501 :0165 
12 0:0017 5:0110 :0085 
13 0:0006 6:5701 :0039 
14 0:0002 8:4602 :0017 
. 
The frequency diagram and graph of the curve are given 
overleaf. 
47 
"EXPOSED TU 1,ISK OF SIUKt1ESS" Data. 
Kaptun Logarithmic Curve. 
Example 3 "Number of Wives tabulated for 48 
Freq. 
the ages of mothers 
years since marriage. 
First Sums Decimal 
and according to 
"(Trans.Actua.soc. Ed. lv 40 
R eR (eR)2 
0 0 0 0000 -co.'', 0:0000 000000 
1 44 44 1753 -0 :9335 :3932 :154606 
2 135 179 7131 +0 :5624 1 :7549 3 :079674 
3 45 224 8924 1 :2394 3:4536 11:927353 
4 12 236 9402 1 :5567 4:7431 22 :496998 
5 8 244 9721 1:9129 6:7727 45:869465 
6 3 247 9841 2 :1475 83:528096 
7 1 248 9880 2 :2567 
8 3 251 
251 
We use the data up to and including x =5 for graduation 
purposes. 
R 










o O o o 
:3932 :3932 :3932 (:1966) 
2 :1481 (1:46725) 
14:9694 (25 :7732) 
11 :5158 18:2885 25:0612 (19:3033) 
6:7727 6:7727 6:7727 6:7727 
rn = 17:1175 =24 :30595 ma = 25:4544 m44=19:1067 
Using the table of Tchebychef polynomials for n =6 we find 












70 336 720 
We pass on to the residual table which also sho:s the 











a1= 48:6119 =0:694;456 33 :758,826 0:934463 0:23 
70 
a2 = 15:7864 =0:046,983 0 :741,692 0:192771 0:0642 
336 
a3= -6:7612 =-0:009,391 0 :063,494 0:129277 0:0646 
720 
It appears that the quadratic transformation is better than 
the cubic,but the value of S2 at this point,namely 0 :192771 
is large in comparison with the number of groups in the 
distribution i.e. 6. Without continuing to find eR we 
can see that the fit would not be very satisfactory . We 
thus try a transformation 
ehR(x)= ao + a1T1(x) + a2T2(x) + 
where we assume that h is positive and less than.1. The 
difficulty is to find h. Let us confine our attention to 
values of R for which mod. hR is less than 1. Then 
llk 
e = 1 + hR + h 2 2 approximately. 
2. 
We can choose the first few values of R from the data 
( which will usually be of magnitude less than 1:5 for 
R =1:5 represents an area of approx. 90% of the whole) 
and proceed to determine the transformation 
eta= ao + a1T1(x) + a2T2(x) + 
using 1 + hR + h2R2 in place of ehx 
2. 
50 
The a's will be determined in terms of h and the residual 
at any stage will be a quartic equation in h. If we decide 
in advance to fit a cubic transformation ,then we make 
the S2 after a3 a minimum with respect to h.This will 
result in a cubic equation in h from :hich e find the 
positive root less than unity ,assuming one such root exists. 
:eturninL to the data and using this value of h,we graduate 
e 
hR terminate the transformation at the most suitable 
point ;which may or may not be the the term representing 
the cubic.We apply this method to the data under consideration 
Consider the first four values of R :- 
R= - oo -0 :9335 0 :5624 1:2394 
e' =0 for h positive and finite and R= -00 






1 +1 :2394h +:7680h 
3+:8683h+1:3618h 
m(1) 
2 3+:8683h+1:3618h 6+3:9095h+3:0559h 
2+1:8018h+:9261h2 3+3:0412h+1:69412 1+1:2394h+:7680h2 1+1:2394h+:7680h 
m(2) 
4 +4:2806 +2:46212 
1 +1:2394h +:7680h 
A quadratic transformation is fitted to these four values 
and the residual is made a minimum with respect to h. 
The Residual is c1egrly:- S2= (1- :9335h + :4357h2)2 + 
(1 +1:2394h +:7680h +(1 +:5624h +:1581h2)2- (3 + :8683h +1 :3618h 
2 
4 
-(3 +5:2141h +2:0264h2)2 (- 3 +4:8315h +:5226h2)2 
20 36 
The table of Tchebychef polynomials for n =4 
is used in the above scheme ,namely 
1 -3 3 
2 -6 
6 
4 20 36 
Minimal values of h are given by :- 0= 
2(1- :9335h +:4357h2)( -: 9335 + :8714h) +2(1 +:5624h +:1581h2)( 
+2(1 +1:2394h +:7680h2)(1: 2394 +1:5361h)_(3 +:8683h +1:3618h2) 
2 






This reduces to:}- :5128h3- 1 :5596h2 +1:3757h -:3247 =0= f(h)say 
Using Newton's method of approximation to the root of an 
equation ,try h =0 :4. A better solution is h= 0:4 +h' 
where h'= f(0:4)/f'(0:4) = -:008863/ ;3742 = -:0236 
i.e. h= :3764. A better solution still is h= :3764 +:0005496.4196 
=:3777 
and the residual for this value of h is 
: 70962 +1: 23502 +1 :57772 -3:522325:25852- 1:10062 = :00001 
4 20 36 









1:9129 2 :0595 
L A 
3 
0 0 U 
:7029 :7029 :7029 0 
1:9395 1:67265 :494,068 
5:4567 8:64765 1:529,180 
3:8598 5:9193 7:9788 2:550,090 








=6 :9750 =8 :6817 
Using the table of Tchebychef polynomials on page 48 we 
find the values of the a's thus; 
52 
ao=7:3962 = 1:2327 





a1=13:95 =0 :199286 2 :780040 0 :158,622/4 
70 
a2=-7507694 =- 0:0210696 0 :149160 0:009,462/3 
The value of 84' after a2 namely :009,462 is sufficiently small 
to allow a gfood fit. Using the quadratic expression ,we have 
AV0= 1:401,257 &Wo= :398,572 ,« &2V =- :126,417,6 








1:274,839 - :126,418 0:597,858 
-:252,836 :398,572 
1:022,003 -:126,418 0:996,430 
-:379,254 :398,572. 
0:642,749 1:395,002 




1:03 x Decimal Frequency 
:0256 - ob 0 
:6770 -1:0328 1554 39 
1:2020 0:4871 7075 139 
1:6005 1:2452 9203 53# 
1:8727 1:6611 9801 15 
2:0184 1:8593 9976 4 
2:0378 1:8847 9993 1 
251 
this 53 is actually 53 :56 but it is reduced to 53 to make 
the total f recLuency computed the same as the observed total. 
53 
The curve is limited in both directions ,extending from 
x =0 to x =5 :648 . It is necessary to introduce the factor 
1 :03 in order to make 
5:648 
ydx= ydx =1. 
0 
Thb 2 
In effect 7e assume that the curve is y =A R'(x) e 
(x) 
where A is approximately unity. ,'after the deteraination of 
ì(x) with A =1 :e find the true value of A. 
Cow arison with Pearson's Type 111 0urve. 
Data 44 135 45 12 8 3 1 3 
iia ten 39 139 53 15 4 1 
Pearson 59 111 45 20 9 4 2 1 
Grouping the frequencies 12,8,3,1,3 we compute the value of 
(a) (b) 
ìa;ótey_n , Pearson 
1~ = 4:42 %I'- =11:25 
n = 4 -3 =1 n =4 -2 =2 
P= :04 P4;:01 
Jles.rly the Eapteyn graduation is superior to Pearson's Type 111 
heft P 
31' 
for the Kapteyn curve is not conclusive being near the 
limit :05. 
The equation of the transformation is 
e:3777R(x) =:025570 + :714622x -:06321x2 
EQUATION OF THE CURVE 
`al1is is found to be Y= 
1:03(:714622-:12642x) ( : 377'7- 
( : 02557-r : 7i4622x- : 06321x ) 
T'( 1 l r`1 
`l)«U- (! a 
54 
c ( :025U7+:714Ú2+ x-:OVt7ti1x 
A 







The maximum ordinate occurs at x =1:26 and =0:62 . 
"NUMBER OF WIVES " data. 
Example 4. 55. 
Data "Valuation of House Propert' in En :land and ''ales 
1885 -1886" Pearson ,Phil. Trans Vol 186 page 396 
and Kapteyn "Skew F+'reauency Curves" 1903 p.35. 
Number of 
houses in 
x 1000 s. Decimal First Sums 
under10 3175 5446 5446 
10 -20 1451 2489 7935 
20 -30 441:6 0758 8693 
30 -40 259 :8 0446 9139 
40 -50 151:0 0259 9398 
50 -60 90 :4 0155 9553 
60 -80 104:1 0179 9641 (60 -70 group) 
80 -100 47:3 0081 
100 -150 58:9 0101 
150 -300 38 :0 0065 
300 -500 8 :8 0015 
500 -1000 3:0 0005 
1000 -1500 1:0 0002 
5829 :9 
(7.B. Throughout this example Kapteyn's table of iR e -t 
2 
dt 
is used ) -d° 
This. distribution is what is usually called "J" shaped 
and is distinct from the other examples . 
We take the five data, 
0 :5446 :7935 :8693 :9139 
and determine h of the transformation 
hR= loge( a3 + alT1(x) + a2T2(x) + a3T3(x) + ) 
After finding this h we proceed to graduate the data using 
96 of the total frequency to determine the unknowns. 
As before enR or 1 + hR.+ h2R2 is set out and the moments 
2. 
calculated. We assume that mod. hR is less than 1. 
Freq. R 
ehh 
0 -or) 0 
:5446 :0793 1 +:0793h +:0063h2/2 
:7935 :5788 1 + :5788h +:3350h2/2 
:8693 :7940 1 +:7940h +:6304h2/2 
:9139 :9655 1 +:9655h +:9322h2/2 
The first three factorial moments of ehR are 
z 
to o = 4 + 2:4176h + 1:90390/2 
m = 10 +7:44809h + 6:2963h2/2 
in = 10 +8:7538h + 7 :8194h2/2 
Using the Tchebychef table for n =5,namely 
1 -4 6 -4 
2 -9 12 
6 -20 
20 
STr(x) 5 40 126 160 
56 
vTe have ao=(4+2:4176h +:9519h2)/5 
al= (4+5:2914h+2:4885h2)/40 
a2= (-6-:9997h +:8365h2)/126 
a3= (4-1:8556h -:6320h2)/160 
The residual ,f ter a3 is S? = (1+:0793h+:0032h2)2+(1+:5788h 2 
2 2 +:17;h2) 
+(1+:7940h+:3152h2) +(1+:9655h+:400?.h') -(4+2:4176h+:9519h)N 
r. , 2 2 2r n_ 5 , 2 -(4+.-914h+2.4885h ) -(6+.997h-:8365h ) -(r 1.8556h-.620h 
40 126 160 
The values of h which make this a minimum are roots of ds%0 
dh 
=(1 +:0793h +:00321&0793 +:0063h) +(1 +:5788h +:1675h2)05788 +:335h) 
+(1 +:7940h +:3152h2)(: 7940 +:6304h) +(1 +:9655h +:4661h2)í:9655 +:93221) 
- (4 +2 :4176h +:9519h2 )(2:4176 +1 :903811I- (4 +5 :2914h +2 :4885 h2)(5:2914 
5 40. +4 :977h) 
2 26h -(6+:2997h-:8365h2)(:2997-1:673h)+632 
126 160 
This is a cubic equation in h and simplifies to 
:00116hó + :.00812h2 +:00722h - :01360 = 0 =f(h) say. 
1j h) =f' (h) = :00348h- +:01624h +:00722 
dh 
J7 
As a solution of this equation try h =0:8 .Then a better 
approximation is h =0 :8 + :002 = 0:8893 by using New °ton's 
:0224 
approxii cation method. 
Again f( :8893)= :00005829 f'( :8893) = :024414 
ançi finally h= 0 :8893 - :00005829 =0 :8869 
:024414 
Actually f(0:8869) =0 :000,000,2 and so we have a good approximatWn. 
to the root. 
Using this value of h we graduate e1 = :88698 











































The Central Moments 
mtoi =15 :7640 m ' =17 :0333 = 34:8068 m6=26:7199 =26:719
19:4457 
CENTRAL TABLE FOR n =8 
ar+ 1:970500 :202777 -:018267 :003545 -:001158 












a.S RTi(x) S- 
58 
a0 = 15:7640 = 1:9705 31:ó62,967, 7:517,087 1:07 
8 
al = 34:0666 =:202777 6:907,923 0 :609164 0:10 
168 
a =-27:6192 =-:018267 0:504,520 0:10,-01/ 
2 1512 
= 23 :3990 = :003545 0: 082, 49 0:021695 0:005 
6600 
a4 = -17 :8290 = +001158 0:020,646 0 :001049 0:3003 
15400 
The quartic transformation is chosen and we have :- 
Ac V0 = 2:192,395 &W0= :299,204 .2V0 =- :040,122 
&3W 
0 
= :070,900 ,.&4V0 =- :081,060 












0:0028 0 :000,008 - e4=40 
1:0657 1:0728 :000,050 :0635(J4 :0717 
1:0680 1:6708 :000,008 :511620 :5759 
2:0428 2:0222 :000,424 :714322 :8054 
2:3420 2:3544 :000,154 :851000 :9595 
2:6365 2:6485 :000,144 :969439 1:0931 
2:9162 2:9009 :000,234 1:070258 1:2067 
3:0899 3 :0944 : 000 L020 1:128175 1:2720 
:001,042 
The check column S 
s,uare of the cliff 
( 
71- e,1 




,giving the urn of the 
in good agreement with 3-=:001049 
59. 
Computed Decimal 
0 :5403 :7927 :8727 :9125 :9389 :9561 :9640 













50 -60 60 -70 
104 48 
:0082 
0 -10 10 -20 
3266 1526 







































The Kapteyn curve lies closer to the observations for Pearson's 
is 427 in excess in the 3175 frequency. There is one defect 
in the Kapteyn curve and that is that the frequencies in 
the 60- 80,80 -100 groups are eliminated.These frequencies 
constitute 3:5% of the total frequency and so the defect is 
not serious.Further the distribution is "J" shaped but the 
Kapteyn curve is not. 
ElUA'T OI7 OE THE CURVE AND THE VALUE OF ORDINATES. 
The transformation is :- 
e:8869R(X) 
2 :192395 +:149602(2X) -:020061(X2 -4) 
+:005908(2X )(X24) -:0033775(X2 -4)(X2 -9/4) 
and :8869R'(x) e :8869R(x).2962498A -:01161725(2x) 
_;00168875(2x +:00886249(2x)2 )3 
60 
The equation of the curve is thus y= 
1:423376 (: 2962498 -:011617(2x) +:008862(2x)2 -:001689(2x)3 
X 1 Exp.- : 44345 +1og[2: 192395 +:149602(2x) -:020061(x2 -4)+ 
: 005908( 2x)( x2 -4)- :003377(x2 -4)(x2 -9) )/ :8869 
4 ) 
=E(x) 1 Exp. f(x) say. 
VALUE OF ORDINATES. 



































The equation of the curve can be written 
2 
y= 1:037 R'(x) e-g (x) 
,;here :8869R(x) =L04:192395 +:149602(2x)-:020061(x2-4) 
+:005908(2x)(x2-4)-:003377(x2-*)(x2-9 ) 
The graph of the curve is r,iven overleaf. 
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"VALUATION OF HOUSE PROPERTY " Data 
i: PTEYN LOCzARITHEIC CURE:: 10ITTED 
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CHAPTER TWO 
PROPERTIES OF ORTHOGONAL POLYTTO IALS RELATED TO THEIR 
GENERATING FUNCTIONS. 
(a) Theorems concerning frequency generating functions and 
Orthogonal Polynomials. 
(b) Orthogonal Polynomials defined by 
1/ Hr(x) f(x) = L,r x(r) f(12) 
2/ Hr(x) g(x) =Ar x(r) f(x) 
(c) Relations between Orthogonals Polynomials and 
their basic functions. 
(d) The generating function of f(x) g(LS) 
x(r) 
. 
(e) A new approach to Gram Polynomials. 
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(a)Theorems concerning frequency generating functions 
and orthogonal polynomials. 
By definition if f(x) is generated by F(t) then 
n 
F(t) = 
0 f(x) t 
x 
in the case of the discrete variable .Again if F(a) is the 
factorial moment generating function of f(x) then arF(a) 
generates. ( -)r il rf (x -r) where t =l +a. 
In just the same way arF(t)= S txf(x) (t -1)r 
=( -)rS tx [f (x) -rf (x -1) + r(2)f(x-2) - .............. 
=( -)r S tx Qrf(x -r) 
Clearly dsF(t) =S x 
dt 
tx-sf 
(x) where x()=(x) (x-1) (=--2). . (x- l 
and so is dss '(t) =S x (s)t -f (x) 
dt 
i.e. is dSF(t) generates x(s)f(x) (1) 
dt 
s 
Similarly asds F(t) generates ( -)3Q x sf(x) (2 ) ) 
dt- 
Theorem 1 
If Hr(x) = a 
0 
+alx +a2x(2) +a3x(3)+ 
where a0, al, a2, ar are constants , 
then Hr,( t d ) F(t) generates Hr(x)f(x) 
dt 
where 
g(t) = S txf (x) 
Stated in full, Hr( t D) F(t) = S txHr(x) f(x) 




To prove this it is to be observed that 
(tD)(s)= tD(tD- l)(td -2) (tD -s +l) =ts 
ds dt s 
oor example (9) 
(tD) = tD(tD -l) =t( D +tD2) -tD =t D- 
Similarly (tD) (3)= t3D3 
Bence assume the truth of the above up to r say ,i.e. 
(tD)(r) = tr Dr 
Then (tD) (r 
+l )= (tD) (r) 
(tD -r) 
= tD trDr -rtrDr 
=t(rtr -1Dr. +trDr +i) 
-rtrDr 
tr +1 Dr 
+1 
which is the form (tD) 
(r) 
assumes if r +l is substituted for r. 
Hence applying the operator (tD) ( r) to any polynomial form, 
e can assert that (tD)( r = trDr 
-'To. T_(tD) F(t)= 
Lao 
+altD +a0)(2)+ a3(tD) (3ì JF(t) 
= {a0+ a1tD +a2t2D2 + a3tD"+ p(t) 
=aoF(t)+a1tF'(t) +a2 t2F"(t) + 
::iiich by (1) generates 
(a0 +a1x + a2x(2) + a3 x(3)+ 
- -H r (x)f(x) since F(t) = 
S txf(x) 




(a) Assume G(t) can be expanded as a Taylor Series , 
a2t2+ 
then G ( a/t) =a 
0 
+ a a +a2 az + a a`' + 1 t 3 
and 
G(-a/t) F(t) = aoF(t). + al(-a/t)F(t) +a2(-a/t)2F(t) +..o®... .. 
Now ast -sF(t) generates (-)s Qsf(x) 
Hence 
G(-a/t) F(t) generates 
aof(x) + aldf(x) + a2S1"(x) + 
= G(LN) f(x) .......... 
(b) Again G(t) W(t)= aoV1(t) +alttr"d(t) +a2t 
generates 
(3) 
aow(x) +a1w(x-1)+a2i=r(x-2) + .. s. . . . . . 
',:'here W(t) = S tr w(x) 
But w(x-s) _ (1-t7 )s w(x) where Vux = ux ux-1 
and so G(t) W(t) generates G(1-47) w(x) 
(c) If we can expand G(1/t) in powers of 1/t ,then 
G(l/t) W(t) = aov (t) +alt-lW(t) +a9t-2'dV(t) + . . < . .. . . .. . . . 
venerates aow(x) +altrr(xfl) +a2w(x+2) ; .........e.<.. 
But w ( x+ s ) = (1 +Q,) sw ( x ) 
Hence G(1/t) W(t) generates G(1+L1) w(x) (5) 
(b) Orthogonal Polynomials defined ba 
(1) H r 
(x)f(x) =Qr x(r)f(x) (L) (x) (x) =)rx()w(x) 
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(1) If Hr(x) f(x) =Qr x(r)f(x) ,what can we say Hr(x) ? ' botzt  
Under what conditions is it defined? We shall attempt an answer 
to these questions. 
sszime Hr(x) = ao + alx + a2x(2)+ +arx(r) 
llere ao, al, .. 
r 
are constants Hr(x) is thus a 
polynomial in x of degree r expressed as factorials in x 
Now if H (x)f(x) =LA x(., "- f(x) then r 
S tx Hr(x) f(x) = S t`.A.r °(r)fl(x) 
alt by theorem 1, Hr( tD) F(t) ,generates Hr(x) f(x) 
Hence O tiy Hr(x) f(x) =Hr(tD) F(t) = S txQr x(r)f(x) 
()r ar dr 
dt 
I ...e. T 
C 
t 3 F(t) = (1-t) r á , (t) C(?) 
dt dtr 
In other words if F(t) is given and its first r derivatives 
exist and are continuous for a given range of t,then orthogonal 
polynomials with respect to f(x) exist if Hr(x) is uniquely 
determined by equation (6) , provided these polynomials are of 
the form 
H (x) f(x) =0r x(r)f(x) 
r 
In (6) ;rite Hr( tD) = ao+ a1tD + a2t2D2 + 
\rhich J;e have shown is the same as 
(2) 
ao + al(tD) 
(1) 
+ a (tD) + a(t 






2(t) + t(t) + 
2 




(t1 + .1 
v:here we have written Fs(t) for e_ -(t) . 
T-ow assume. F(t). and its first 2r terivtive ant. 
are continuous . Expand 2(t), 2"1 
in -powers of t and equate coefficiemts 
0* 
) Ft (0) 






a 2 () 
0! 
+ a 2"(0) 
1 





r. (r-3.)! (r-2)! 
al: 
s le SI 11 a a sr. 
"4* a I,,as 
r. 
These equations determine a0 ,a1, ac, 





F"(0) F"(0) F"(0) 
( 2: 1: 0. 
FELL Fr(0) Fr(0) 






which is certainly true is F(0),F'(0), F"(0),.... (0) 0 
'Pith this assumption the form of Hr(x) ,by well known results 
in determinants ,is:- 
Hr(x)=(-)r 
(7) 
1 x x(2)x(3) 
1 1 . ' Ó' 
1 1 1 . 
. . . 
U. 2: 1: Ur 
r (17: (rl2 : 
-Fr(0) 
10(.0) 
. -Ir+ F U) -rFr(0) 
F'(0) 
















Hence we can say that if F(t) is such that its first r 
derivatives exist and do not vanish for t =0,and further its 
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first 2r derivatives exist and are continuous for a specified 
range of t,then the polynomials of degree r defined by the 
determinant (7) above satisfies the equation 
Hr(x)f(x) =Ar x(r)f(x) where F(t) generates f(x). 
The polynomials Hr(x) are moreover orthogonal with respect to 
f(x). For (1 -t)r Fr(t) =S txr x( r)f(x) =S tXHr(x)f(x) 
If n is finite we can differentiate both sides with respect to 
t and obtain 
ds (1-t)r r F (t) = S x(s)Hr(x) f(x) 
[dts t =1 0 
= 0 s less than r 
=( -)r r: Fr(1) s =r 
Provided F(t) and its first 2r derivatives are bounded for t =1. 
Clearly 










F, (1) F"(1) 
Fr(1) 
F'(1) (1) F(1)lFe (1) F" (1)+2F"(1) Fr+1)+rFr(1) 
2?-11?-.) Ft1)+r-lFr-i (1) 
F2r-) +r0F2r-1 )+ 
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When it is remembered that F(t) = S tx f(x) and so 
Fs(1)= S x(s)f(x) 
= sth factorial moment of f(x) 
the form of HI(x) in (8) could be expressed in terms of 
the factorial moments of f(x) where the (r,$)th. term 





+r( sF r +s -2 (1) + r. s 
= m(r+ s) +r. s.m(r +s -1) +r(s2)m(r +s -2) + 
where m denotes the k th factorial moment of f(x).The 
factorial moment form of the determinant for Hr(x) arises 
otherwise from combining H 
r 
(x) = a +- alx + a x(2) + .... a x(r) 
o 2 r 
with n 
S x)Hr(x)f(x) = 0 for all s less than r 
0 
and eliminating the unknowns ao,a1,a2, ar. 
( See the Determinantal Method of determining Tchebychef's 
polynomials used by A.C.Aitken in "Data by the Orthogonal 
Polynomials of Least Squares" , ref. 2 . Also Gonin ,H.T. 
"On the Orthogonal Polynomials in Binomial and Hypergeometric 
Distributions" ref. 16. ) 
(il) The more general type of polynomial equation 
Hr(x) w(x) = ( =)r2Sr x(r) f(x) has a 
solution,as we should expect,similar to the above. For 
using the same reasoning as in (1) ,this equation implies 
Hr( tD)W(t) = (t-1)r Fr(t) 
n x 
where W(t)=S t w(x) 
0 
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and provided F(0),1'(0),F "(0), F2r(0) exist and 





















3. 2. 1. 
o 
Fr(o)/W(0) 
(Fr+l -r Fr )/W'(0) l ó - 
,¡r+2 rr+l+r)Fr (0) 
2. 1: 0: 
(+3_rT+2+r=1-r)-)/w; t 
3. 2. 1. 0. 
1 1 1 1 
rT r-1): (r-2): 01 
2r-1 
(F2r-rF +r 2r-2 /4) 
7-T (r-1): (r-2): 
where the (r +2) th. column has as its s th. term 
_ 
(pr+sr+s-1 
_rF )r +s -2 (_) sr Fr 
Ps, r+2 s (s-1): (s -v )- 
where we have written Fa for da F(t) when t =0 . 
dta 
We turn now to several applications. 
Example 1. 
Take F(t) = 
em(t -1) 








r x 1-)f(x) =Ar Ú^i e-rn mx -r e-rn m x.- (x-r): 
-m 
= e m Hr(x) where Hr(x) is some polynomial 
x: 
in x of degree r. 
But since 6,r x(r)f(x) = Hr(x) f(x) the form of Hr(x) is 
that given on page 68 (7) . Using Fs(0) = ms F(0) ,we have 
(x) =( -)r 1 x x(2) xte) 0 
r 
1 . -m 
0` .
1 1 . . -(m-r)mr-1 
1. . 
r 




72T 1. -7 
1 1 le 1 .-km -rmr +r)m -r(3) )mr 
, 
3. 2. 1. 0. 3. 2. 
1 -(mr -rmr-1 +r 
rnr-2 -. 
0: r (r-1): ()r-2): 
which reduces,by continued subtraction of rows,to 
H (x)m r(-)r+1 
r 
1 x x ° x (3) . . . . X(1: 0 
1 . . . 1 
. 1 . . . . -r/rn 
. . 1 . . +r(/m2 
1 . -r(3)/m3 
. 
. . . 
1 ( -)r /m 
and so 
Hr(x)=mr( 1 - rx /rn +r(c4x ) /n? 
which is the r th polynomial of Charlier. 
Moreover 
00 x oo x r lr) 




oe =S t x 0 r e-. m -r rnr 
0 x-r7 
r r r rn(t-1) r 
_(-) m (t-1) e by using a t(t) 
generates (-)r4Ar g(x-r) if G(t) generates g(x). 
For clearly n n 
Hr(x)f(x)t- 
0 
txr xfr) flx) 
x - -S tQr e1 r =Stemm 
0 (x-r): 
n 
=(-)r e-mrnr (t-1)r S tx..x 
0 -7 
n 
Hence Limit S Hr(x)f(x)tx= (-)rmr (t-l)r e111(t -1) 
rn3j 00 0 
n 
Further S H (x)f(x) x(s) tx-s =(-)re-,nr ds 
0 r dts 
t-1) St xrm 
0 x:. 
Now S txmx and its derivatives with respect to t have 
0 x: 
a finite limit as n» 00 for all finite values of 1i and t. 
00 (S) r-m r S r mt 
Hence S H (x) f(x) x = (-) e m d (t-l) e 
o r dts t=1 
= 0 for s less than r 
= ( -) 
r 
e -:ri m r. em 
00 






e-rn mx/ x: = 0 s4 r 
0 
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where Kr(x) = H (x) / mr and is the rth polynomial in 
Frequencies of Type B. ( See Ref. 11 ) 
Example C11) 





px qn -x 
By examination of the first few differences of f(x) it becomes 
evident that ,Or x(r)f(x) = H (x) f(x) r 
and so W(t) = F(t) 
and Gds(0) = Fs(0) n 03) psgn-s 
and this is another example of case (1) page 66. 
Hence Hr(x) = 
1 X X(2) X(3) 
1 . . . T 
á 
1 1 . . 
TT 
1 1 1 . . T 7 
0 
n (r )prq r 
n( r +lU)r+1 gn-r-1_rn(prgn-r 
np 
gn-1 
1 1 1 
n(2r) 2r n-2r (2r-1 2r-12n-2r r (r-1): T r. 
and by continued subtraction of rows ,i.e. 
2nd row from 3rd, 4th, 5th 
3rd row from 4th, 5th, 6th 
dividing by factor in each case to obtain all zeros on L.H.S. 
except the diagonal elements ,we have 
(-)rH (x) r 
which gives 
(2) (3) 











( r-- ) r-1 




and S tir(x)f (x) t= S tXQr x (r) f (x) 
0 




by using ( 2 
=(-)r (t-1)r 
n( r) pr fig)n-r 
Hr(x)q f(x) x(s) 
0 ( r)prgr 
d 
dt 
n- t-l)r(p t.fq 
i. e. n 
S Gr(x) Gs (x) f (x) -- 0 s less than r 
0 
= n( r) pr qr s =n 
( Refer to 10 and 16 in 'References to Literature 
age 63. 
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(c) THE RELATION 
A0110(x) +A1H1(x) +A2H2(x) +A3H3(x) + 
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ArHr(x) =x( r) 
where Hs( is an orthoconal polynomial of degree s with 
res ect to the nucleus function i x) . 
Let the frequency generating function of Hr(x_) w(x) be 
arr(t,r) .This assumption implies that f(x) exists such that 
Hr(x) w(x) = ( -)rr f(x -r) 
Since Hr(x) is a polynomial of degree r in x,clearly it is 
always possible to reverse this relation and find an expression 
for xr) as a linear function of the Hs(x) ' s. If 
(r) 
x = AoHO(x) + A1H1(x) + A2H2(x) + - - -- +ArHr(x) 
then we shall show that the A's can be expressed in terms of 
F(t,r) . 
By successive multiplication of both sides of this expression 
by Ho(x) w(x) , H1(x)w(x) 
over x ,we have 
, H2(x)w(x), ..... .etc and summing 
Au S H(x)w(x) = S x(r)HO(x)w(x) 
A1 S H1(x)w(x) = S x(r)H1(x)w(x) 
A2 S H2(x)w(x) = S x(r)H2(x)w(x) 
Ar S Ijr(xmx) = S x r) Hr(x)w(x) 
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Now S Hs(x) tx w(x) = as F(t,$) 
and so 
S x(r)Hs(x) w(x) = dr as F(t,$) 
dtr 
a=0 
= r(s) s: Fr-s(1ts) 
r-s 
where F - dr -s F ( , 
ar-s 
Further S HS(x) w(x) = S x(s) Hs(x)w(x) 
= s! F(l,$) 
where we assume that the coefficient of x (s) in Hs(x) 
is unity. 
Hence (1) provided the coefficient of x(s) in Hs(x) is unity 
(2) F(1,0), F(1,1),F(1,2), .,........F(l,r) do not vanish 
(3) S Hs(x)w(x) x(r)tx when n=00 ,converges uniformly 
0 
for 1 -Ec t .< 1+ E E>0, 
then 
x(1)=Fr(1,0 HO(x) +r Fr-1-1 1 H1(x) + r Fr-d 1 2 H2(x) 
F(1,0 F 1, 1 (2) 
+ +r F 
1 
1 r71 Hr_1(x) + Hr(x) 
1,r-1) 
We shall refer to this relation as expression (10) 
`r8 
Example 1 From the preceding section we have seen that 
r m(t -1) r 
a e = a F(t,r) generates Kr(x)w(x) where 
Kr(x) _ ,) - r 
1 
+ r xrn-2) 




and so army 
em(t -1) arFl(t,r) generates mr Kr(x)w(x) 
where mrKr(x) has unity as coefficient of x( r) 
and F1 (t,r) = mr F(t,r) 
Hence :- 
x(r) = mtKr(x) +mr- 1Kr_i(x)rm +mr- 2Kr_2(x)m2r(2) + 
i. e. 
Xrr)= Kr( x) +rKr_1(x) + r(2)Kr-2(x) + Er 




(x) is the r th Gram polynomial, 
then arnr)p 
rqr (l +pa)n -r generates Gr(x) w(x) where 
+K,., (x4 
w(x) = n(x) pxgn_x (This is proved on p.75) 
Since Gr(x) has unit coefficient for x(r ), 
then F(t,r) = 
n(r)prgr ( pt+ on-r and substituting in (10) 
x(r) =Gr +rp(n- r +l)Gr_1 +r ()p2(n -r +2) 
2 
)Gr_2 + 
+r ),) (n -2) ( 
r -2 )p r -2G2 +r (n -1) ( r 4p r -1 G1 +p rn (r ) 
which is a new result to be compared with 
x( r) =Gr +rp (n -r +l) Gr_1(x, n -1) +r (2)p 2 (n -r +1) (2) Gr_ (x, n -2) + 
obtained by Aitken and Gonin ,ref.10. 
.. 
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Example 3 It is known,and indeed could be demonstrated 
by the determinantal form of Hr(x) on page 71,that the 
factorial moment generating function of the hypergeometric 
orthogonal polynomials Ur(x)f (x) is 
ar;'(t,r)=n(r)(Np)(r)(N-n)(r)(Na)(r arF(-n+r,-Np+r,-N+2r; 1-t) 
N (N-r+1 ) (r) 
where F is a degenerate hypergeometric series .Since U (x) 
has unit coefficient of xt r) , we have 
xlr) Ur(x) + r,n- r +l)(Np -r +1) Ur -1(x) +r 
2 
(n -r +2)(N r +2Ur(x) 







Ur(x) = x(r) -r(n-r+l)(Np-r+l)x(r-1)+r (n-r+2 (2)(Np_r2))x(r) 
(N-2r+2) (2) N-2r+3)(( )) 
It is to be observed that the usual method of obtaining 
this type of relation by the application of symbolic algebra, 
for example ,from Gr(x) = (1 +p Q, 
)_n +r -1 x(r) 
we have (1 +pQ) Gr(x)= x (r) which on expansion of 
the L.H.S. and using Q Gr(x)= rGr -1 (x,n -1) leads to the 
result given on the previous page ,is not applicable to the 
hypergeometric case since it-is not obvious what the reciprocal 




GENERAL ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIAL RECURRENCE FORMULA. 
As before,we assume that arF(t,r) generates Hr(x) w(x) where 
Hr(x) are orthogonal polynomials with respect to w(x) . Now 
H1(x) Hr(x) is of degree r+i and thus we are justified in 
assuming 
do 
Hr(x)H1(x) = AOH0(x) + A1H1(x) +A2H2(x) + +Arrlljr+l(x) 
(11) 
Clearly S Hr(x) Hs(x)w(x) = S x( Hr(x) w(x) =0 s less than r 
= ds as F(t,r) 
dts a =O 
where again we assume Hr(x) = x(r) + A x(r i) + B x(r -2) 
Evidently 
+ .... 
S Hr(x) H1(x) Hs(x) w(x) =0 s less than r -1 
and so A0 =A1= A2 =A5= .... =Ar_2 = 0 
and 
Ar-1 S Hr-1(x) w(x) = S Hr(x) Hr-1(x) H1(x) w(x) 
2 
Ar S Hr (x) w(x) = S Hr (x) H1(x) w(x) 
2 
Ar+1 S Hr+l ( ) 
w(x) H 
r 
(x) ( ) ( ) w(x) x = S Hr+1 x H1 x 
by multiplying both sides of (11) by Hr_i(x)w(x) ,Hr(x) w(x), 
Hr, +1(x) w(x) and summing over x. 
It is easy to see that Ar +1 = 1 and Ar_1 = r F (1,r) /F(1,r -1) 
For A we refer to the relation established in (10) ,namely 
V 
x(r) = Hr(x) +rF'(1,r -1) H (x) + .... . ...+ Ho( x) 
F (1,r-1) r -1 
and thence 




S Hr(x)Hl(x)w(x)=SHr(x)w(x) x(r)(x-F''(1,0) )-rF' 1 r-1 F(11r)r! 
F(1,0) F l,r-1) 
= r -i'' 1 0) r; F(l,r) +(r+l)r; F'(l,r) -rF' i r-1 F(11r) 
F' (1,0) F 1,r-l 
Hence we have the recurrence relation :- 
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This recurrence formula is one of a series of increasing 
difficulty which can be found, the others being H (x) H2(x) , 
Hr(x) H3(x) , .... ......Hr(x) Hs(x) They are useful in the 
development of polynomials in two variables which we shall 
discuss in Chapter 111. The expression for Hr(x) H2(x) is given 
here:- 
-rF 
Hr(x) H2(x) = Hr+2(x)+[2r-2F'(1,1)+(r+2)F' 1 r±1) 
F(1,1 ) F 1,r+1) 
l'x) 
F(l,r-1 
Hr+ 1 r-1 + (r+1)11..(1.2.. r+l 
+rF(1 r F 1,1 + 
F l,r F(l,r-1). F1,0 
¡r-F' 1,0 +(r+l)F° 1,r -rF' 1 r-1 r-l+F° 1 0 - 
F1,0 F1,r F 1,r-1 F 1,8 
2F 1 1) +(r+l)F'(l,r) - rF' 1 r-1 Hr(x) 
F 1,1 F(l,r) F l,r-1 
2r-2+(r+1)F í,r -(r-1)F (l,r-2 - 2F 
Fl,r F(1, r-2 F(l,l 
+ rP 
F 
+ r( 2) F(1 r H ,(x) 
F 1,r-2) r-- 
We turn now to some applications of these recurrence results. 
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Application 1 Charlier Polynomials. 
In this case F (t, r) = inrein(t 
-1) 
and 
' r m(t -1 ) (r) (ria) 2 (r -2 m a e generates ( x -rmx +r(2)m x ) - ..)w(x) 
= mrKr(x) w(x) 
= Kr(x) w(x) 
Insert F ( t, r )= mreTt1( t-1 ) in (12) and we have 
Kr+1(x) + (r+m-x) Kr(x) + rmKr_1(x) = 0 
Le' 
Kr+1(x) /mr+l +(r-x+m) K',(x)mr + r Kr-1(x) /mr = 0 
m 
and so 
Kr+1 (x) +(r-x +1)Kr(x) + r Kr_1(x) = 
m rrl 
This can be compared with 
Kr +1(x) -K1(x)Kr(x -1) + r Kr- 
1(x 
-1) = 0 
rn 
obtained by Aitken ,Proc. Roy. Soc.Ed. Vol.Ll1 . 
Application 2 Gram Polynomials. 
Take F(t,r) = n(r)prgr( + q) n -r and then 
F' 1 r = (n -r)p F'(1,r -1) = (n -r +l)p 
l,r F( 1,r -1) 
F(1,r) = ( n-r+l)pq 
Fl,r-1) 
and inserting these in (12) 
we have ` 
Gr+l(x) ir-x+(r+1)(n-r)p-r(n-r+l)p 1 
Gr(x) 
L 
+r(n-r+l)p gGr_1 (x)= 
i. e. 
Gr +i(x) + [r_x+(n-2r)p J 
Gr(x) + r(n -r +l)p gGr_1(x) = 0 




We may remark that the recurrence formula for the Uharlier 
polynomials obtained above follows from that for Gram' s 
polynomials by making n- , and p- 0 in such a way that 
np- m. ) 
Application of the Second Recurrence Formula. Gram Polynomials. 
With F(t,r) defined as in application 2 ,we easily obtain the 
following :- 
F'(1,r -2) /F(l,r -2) = (n -r +2)P F'(1,1)/ F(1,1) = (n -l)p 
F(1,r +1) /F(1,r) = (n -r)pq F(1,r) /il,r -1) =(n-r+l)pq 
F(l,l) /F(1,0) = npq . F' (1,4/F(1,0)= np F' (1,1) /F(1,1)4n -1 )p 
F(l,r) /F(l,r -2) =( n- r +2)(2)p2g2 F'(l,r +l) /F(1,r +1)= (n -r -l)p 
Substitute these values in (13) and we obtain :- 
Gr(x)G2(x)=Gr+2(x) 42r- 2 (n- 1)p +(r +2)(n- r- 1)p- r(n- r +1)p] Gr +l(x) 
+ [(r +1) (n -r )p q +r (n -r +l )p q -np q+ 
(r 
-np+ (r +1) (n -r )p -r (n -r. +1)pl(r -1+ 
np- 2(n- l)p +(r +l)(n- r)p- r(n- r +l)p) JG(X) 
+ r(n- r +l)pq L2r_2+r+1 n-p-(r-1 n-r+2)p-2(n_1)p JGri(x) 
+ r(2)(n- r +2)(2)p2q Gr -2(x) and this becomes, 
with some simplification , 
Gr(x) G2(x) = Gr +2(x) + 2r( 1- 2p) Gr +1(x) +12rpq(n- r) +r(2)(1- 2p)1Gr( 
+2rV4q(n- r +l)(1- 2p)Gr -1(x) + r(2)p2g2 (n- r+2) (2)G r -2 (x) 





(rj ( r) (r) q-n+r, -N};>+r, -N4142r; 
) 
N (N--r+1) 
) is a degenerate ergo 
We easily find Ft (l, r)/F(1, r) =(n-r) (Np-r)/(N-2r) 
F'(1,r-1)/F(l,r-1) =(n-r+l)(Np-r+1) /(N-2r+2) 
F l r =(n-r+l)(Np-r+1 N-n-r+1 N.-r+1 N-r+2 
F 1,r-1 
(N -2r +2 ) (N -2r + 3 ) 
2 
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and so the recurrence formula for the 'hypergeometric ' 
polynomials is :- 
Ur+1(x) 
+[r-x+ (r +l)(n- r)(Np -r) - ran- r +1)(Np -r +l) Ur(x) 
N- 2r N -2r +2 
+ r(n-r+l)Np-r+l)(N-n-r+1)Na-r+1)(N-r+2) U 
r-1 
(x) = o 
(N-2r+3) (Ivv-`?r+2) (N-2r+2 (N-2r+1 ) 
RECURRENCE RELATION IN THE CONTINUOUS CASE. 
In the continuous case suppose 
b 
ar W(a,r) = Hr(x) w(x) eax dx where Hr(x) 
c 
is a polynomial in x of degree r,orthogonal with respect to 
w(x) over the range (c b) . 
Then if 
Hr(x) H1(x) = AOHO(x) +A1H1(x) +A2H2(x) + ... +Ar+1Hr 
+1(x) 
b 
SHr(x)H1(x)H (x)w(x)dx === O for s less than r -l. 
c s 
and so AO =A1= A2= A3= . 
Again 
.. =Ar -2 = 
0 
b 
Hr(x)H1(x)Hr-1(x)w(x) dx =Ar_1 
c 
H-1(x)w(x)dx 











Case 1 Clearly since ar W(a,r) = Hr(x)w(x)eax dx 
c 
and (a)c and b are both finite ,(b) Hr(x)w(x)eax xs is a 
continuous function of x and á provided w(x) is a continuous 
function of x ,(c) Hr(x)w(x)eax is. integrable , then 
b 
d6s a'rl"d(a,r) = ds Hr(x)w(x)eax dx 
da da c 




Ii (x)w(x)xs eax d x 
r 
c 
Without loss of generality we can take r greater than or 
equal to s, and then 
J Hr(x) Hs(x)w(x)eax dx =J Hr(x)w(x)eax ( xs +Axs-11-2+.dx 
b b 




a Vi ( a, r+1 
= (r+1): tiN(0,r+1) 







dx=i Hr(x) xrw(x) dx 
b 
ax 
= dr H (x)w(x)e dx 
dar c r 
a=U 
= r; W(0,r ) 
Ar-i = r: W 0,r =r W(0,r) 
(r-1): W 0 , r-1) W ( 0 , r-1) 
Using 
xr= Hr(x) + rW' 0 r-1 H,_1(x) + r( 
U, r-1) ( 
we have 
A r: W(0, r) 
r 
b 





W" 0 r-2 H (x) 
W 0,r-2 r- 
H(x) Hl(x) xr-ru' (0,r-1) H d + ....w(x) 
W( U, r-1) 
-rW' CO3 r-1 
0,0, vu( 0,r-1 
Hr i) HrCx,Ìl (:-W1(0,) 
W(0,U 
=(r+i)r: W' (0,r) - W'(020) r; W(O,r) -ryW' (0,r-1)r, 
'úd(0,0) 701r-1) 
Hence Hr(x) H1(x) = Hr+i(x) + 10,r) Hr 1(x) + 
0,r-1) 
(r+1)W' (U,r) -u''l' (U,0) - r'' U r-1) Hr(x) 
W(U,r) 4d(O,U ) W U,r-i) 
i.e. 
w(x)dx 
Hr+i(x) + (r+1)4'J' (0,r -r'í' (O,r-1)-x Hr(x) +rW U,r '-1(x)=0 
W( O,r W(0,r-1) NO,r- 
(14) 
VY 
Case ( 11) when the limits or integration are infinite. To 
begin with assume c remains finite. Then 
oD 
ds ar (a,r) = J H 
r 
(x) w(x) d e dx 
das c das 
s ax 
if (a) Hr(x) w(x) x e is a continuous function of x and 
which is true if w(x) is a continuous function of x (b) 
ax 
1 
Hr(x)w(x) xs e dx converges uniformly with respect to 'a' 
0o 
(c) I Hr(x)w(x)eax dx converges . 
c 
If these conditions are satisfied ,the recurrence formula 
proof follows as in case (1). 
( N.B. The result quoted above ,namely 
xr = Hr(x) + rlid' (0,r-1)Hr-1(x) + r(,\ W"(0,r-2)Hr-2(x) + 
W( O,r-i) 2 W (0,r-2) 
corresponds to formula (10) in the discrete case i.e. to 
x(r) = Fr 1,0 H (x) + rFr -1(1 1)H1(x) + .. +rF' l,r -1 Hr_1(x) 
F (1,0) 0 F(1,15 F (1,r -1) 
+ H(x) 




Consider W(a,r) = e tiahen Hr(x) becomes the r th. 
IIermite polynomial. In this case b=0,0, c=-.0, and 
w(x) =e 2x2 and (a) Hr(x)w(x)xseax is a continuous function 
co 




must be uniformly convergent with respect to a. Now 
s ax-2x2 2a2 s -2(a-x)2 jHr(x) x e dx = e Hr(x)x e dx 
o 
If -1 a < . + 1 
ao 
s ax-2x2 
















(x) = xr - r(r-1) x + r(r- r-2)(r-3) x - 
2 1: 2 2: 
and 
IHr(x)I < xr ( 1 + r(2) r (4) ) + 
2. 1. 2 . 2. 
Hence s ax-2x2 
Hr(x) x e dx < e' 
xyl 
0.0 
for all values of A> I C independent of a ,for x e 
a 
can be made as small as we please by taking , large enough ,since 
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e-)2 j 0 as x 9 oo more rapidly than any power of x. 
(c) 
jHr(x) e+ax 2 dx converges as shown in (b) . 
_oo 
Hence we can apply formula (14) ,and noting that 
W' (0,r) = W1 (0,r-1) = 0 
;V(O,r) W O,r-l 
we have 
úWO,r) = 1 
W(0,r-1) 
Hr+1(x) -x Hr(x) + r Hr-1(x) = 0 
which is the usual recurrence result for the Hermite 
polynomials. 
(d) THE GENERATING FUNCTION OF w(x) f(4) 
(r) 
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It is a curious fact that orthogonal polynomials 
can be expressed elegantly and concisely by means of symbolic 
operators. We recall the following examples, and in each 
case note the factorial moment generating function of the 
product of the polynomial and the nucleus function.We consider 
those of Charlier, Gram and the 'Hypergeometric' . 
Polynomial = Hr(x) F. M. G.F. of H (x) w(x) 
r r 
Charlier Kr(x)= e-mA x(r.) a e 
Gram Gr(x)=(1+pp )-r_+r-lx(r ) n(t)pre ar(l+pa)n-r 
Hypergeometric 
Ur(x) = F(n-r+1,Np-r+1,N-2r+2:-Zi )x(r) 
A arF(- n +r,- Np +r, -N +2r: a) 
where A is a function of n, r, N and p only 
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This suggests the form f(Q) x( r) for a general polynomial 
of degree r.We give an attempt to find the frequency 
generating function of w(x) f(A)x(r) .To obtain this we make 







2 11 i 
' 7:T7+1 dt 
0 
the path of integration being a loop which starts from the 
origin snakes a positive circuit around t =1, and returns to 
the origin. Now if W(t) is the frequency generating function 
of w(x) then 
( +1) 
n 




and s: ir W(zt) dz = s: S (tz) dz w(x) 
211 i (z-1)s+1 
2 n i s+l 
0 0 (z-1) 
(+1) 
x x 




=S tx w(x) 
provided S (tz ) 
x 
is a uniformly convergent series 
(z-1)3+1 
of continuous functions with respect to z. 
If this condition is satisfied, 
S txw(x)f (!A)x( 
r) 
=S txw(x) Cao +a1Q +a21y~ +a5& +arÓ 
+a 4 "*4 +a L'es {Z ...., ... . 
r +1 r +2 
=r: 














,"J (zt )fz-1)dz - r: W(zt) Sak( z-1)kdz t 




=r: ( V(zt)f(z-1)dz -S 
21Ii (z-1) t`+1 r+1 
0 0 
(+1) 
r: W zt f z-1dz 
-22ii 
0 
provided W(zt) is analytic within and on the path of integration 
00 




is uniformly convergent. 
When these conditions are satisfied 
( +1) 
S txw(x)f ()x = r: W zt)f z -1 dz (15) 
2 TT i 0 z -1)r+ 
(r) 
Again if S x(s)w(x) tx f(A) x(r)= 0 s less than r 
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0 s =r 
then f(P)x(r) are orthogonal polynomials with regard 
to w(x) . 
s 
( +1) 
i.e. d eJ zt f z -lj dz = 0 for all s less than r 
dts z -1 r +1 and t= 1. 
Application 
SO- 
Take W(t) = em(t -1) so that w(x) =e -rn mX 
Then Vi(zt) is analytic within and on the path of integration 






f(z-1)= a0+a1(z-1)+a2(z-1) +a3(z-1) + 
(+1) 
jm(zt-1) 2 




m(t-1) m(z-l)t 2 
=e e dz Ía +a(z-1)+a2 
./ 
(z-1) 
1 . j > 
m(t-1) 
=e 2 IT i(mr 0+ mt r á1+(mt)rá+ 
r. (r-1). (r-2). 
m(t-1) 




2a2 + ... 
m 
since if f(z) has a pole of order m at z =a,and is analytic 
throughout the contour C except at z =a ,then 
irf(z) dz = 217 i R where R is the residue at z =a. 
C 
} 
( +1) 93 
Hence the condition ds 
dTs Vi(zt)f(z -1 )dz = 0(s less than r) 
0 (z -1)r+1 
leads to ( 2) 
a +ral+r a2+ =0 
0 m 7 
a + (r-1)á1+ (r-1)(2)a2+ = 0 
0 in m2- 
a0 + (r-2)a1+ (r-2)(a2+ = 0 
m m2 
. 
. . . 
a + 2a1 + 2: a2 = 0 
0 m m2 









a0 a = m a0 
2T' 3 3 
and so 
f(z) =a0 ( 1-mz+T2-m3z3+ 
3. 
-mz 
= a0 e 
Hence e 
-Tn4 
x(r) are orthogonal polynomials with respect 
to w(x) = ee -m 
x. 
n x n-x 
Application 2 Take W(zt) = ( ptz+q) and w(x) =n p q 
(x) 
Then f(A6) x(r) are orthogonal polynomials with respect 
s ( +1) n 
to w(x) provided d ntz + f (z -1) dz = 0 s less than r. 
dts z -1)I+ 1 t= 1 
0 
2 Assume ,as before, f(z -1) = a0-í al(z -1) +a2(z -1)2+ . 
then ds 
( +l)bz -i pt(z- 1) +Pt +cd [a0a1(z-i)+a2(z_i)2+ .... r r +1 1 
J ( ) 
0 
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= 0 for s less than r 
t= 1 
The equations for a , a , a , . . . . . . . . are :- 
o 1 2 r 
(r)r (r-1) (2) (r-2) r n p a0 + rn pr-la1 + r n p + . , = 0 
(r) (r-i) (2) (r-2) 
(n-1) p ao+ r(n-1) pr-lal (n-1) pr-tia9+ 
(r) (r-1) (2) (r-2) 
(n-2) prao +r(n-2) p r-lal+ r (n-2) p 
r-2 
a2+ = 0 
(r) r (r-1) (2) (r-2) 
(n-r+1) p ao+r(n-r+1) pr-lal+r (n-r+1) pr-2a = 0 
and from these we find 
a1=-(n-r+i)pa0 
and so 
a2= (n-r+2)a0)p272: a3=-(n-r+3)(33 a0 
3. 
f(z) =i-p(n-r+1)z+p(n-r+2) 2z2 - 
2. 
-(n-r+1) 
= ( l+pz) 
- (n -r+1) (r) 
Hence ( 1 + p,) x are orthogonal polynomials 
x n -x 
with respect to w(x) = n p q 
(x) 
(e) 
A NEW APPROACH TO GRAM POLYNOMIALS. 
-m x 
It has been observed that e m Kr(x) = dr ( e -m 
aTir 
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where Kr(x) is the r th Charlier polynomial. From this 
fact the orthogonal property and recurrence relation can be 
obtained without difficulty. In this section we show a 
similar property with regard to Gram's polynomials and 
demonstrate the orthogonal property and other known results. 
We have 
n n 
( pt+q) = OS w(x) tx where w(x)=n(x)pxgn-x 
Differentiate both sides r times with respect to p,and 
replace t by 1 + a ,then 
ar n(r} 
n-r 
=S tx dr n 
x n-x 
( 1+ P) 
67 (x) 
P q 
x r r)x n-x-r (r-l) x-1 n-x-r+1 
=S t n(x) (-) (n-x) P g -r(n-x) x p q + ... 
0 
n x 
( r) r_ ( r-1) 
=0S t n(x) P x-i' n-x-r (-) r [(n-x) p r(n-x) xp r-1 q+ 
i. e. 
(r) n ar(1+pa)n-r=S tx(Pg)-rw(x) (-)r`(n-x) (r}pr _r(n-x) (r-1)pr-lg .. 
L 
=S txw(x) (pq)r Mr(x) 
where Mr(x) is a polynomial of degree r in x. 
But Stx -sw(x) (pq) rlvír(x) x(s) = ds n(r)ar(1 +pa)n 
-r 
das 
and putting t =1 we have 
S M 
r 
(x) x(s)w(x) _ (P q)r(ds n(r) ar(1 +pa)n 
-r 
das 
=_O s less than r 
=(Pq)r n(r)r: s= r 
a=0 
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By using the frequency generating function of w(x) = n(x)pxgn -x 





S (s) x Mr(x) w(x) = 0 
0 
s less than r 
=n(r)prgr r: 
n 
S Mr(x) Ms(x) w(x) = 0 
0 
=n( r)prqrr: 
s less than r 
s=r 
i.e. Mr(x) are orthogonal polynomials with respect to w(x) 
and 
w(x) Mr(x) = prgr dr w(x,p) 
dp r 
It is clear from the conditions satisfied by Mr(x) that it is 
identical with the rth Gram polynomial. We shall now give 
proofs of the usual properties of these polynomials. 
(16) 
(1) The Factorial Moment Generating Function of wcx). 
n 
Since S tx w(x) Gr(x) (p g)-r = n(r) ar(l+pa)n-.r 
0 
we have the result : - 
The F. M. G. F. of Gr(x) w(x) is n(r ) (pq) 
r 
(l+pa)n-r 
(2) Recurrence formula. 
From (16) we find that 
Mr(x) =Gr(x) = x(r) - rp(n- r +1)x(r -1)+ 
and so d Gr(x) = -r(n- r+l)Gr_1(x) 
dp 
px -r qn -x -r Gr(x) = dr px qn -x Further 
dp r` 
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Differentiate both sides with respect to p and we have. 
I 
x-rjpx-r-lon -x -r -(n- x- r)px -r qn- x -r-1]G 
r 
(x) 







[(x_r)p_1 -(n-x-r)q'1 1 Gr(x) -r(n-r+1)Gr-1(x)=(pq)-1 Gr+l(x) 
i. e. 
JJ 
Gr+l -( x -np -r(1-2p)) Gr + rpq(n-r+1) Gr-1 0 
which is the usual recurrence formula for Gram's polynJ4lials 
obtained in a very much quicker manner . ( See Ref. 16 ) 
(3) Gr( x, n-s) in terms of Gr(x,n) 
Write pxgn-x-s = ( px gn-1ï ) q-s and differentiate 
both sides r times with respect to p ,substituting 
pxqn -x = (Dq)r dr px qn -x . Then 
dp r 












POLYNOMIALS IN TWO VARIABLES 
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(a) The Continuous Case. Polynomials corresponding to 
Hermite s in one variable. 
1,2 
(1) Evaluation of Hr(x)Hs(x)Hp(x) e--2-4 dx 
-oA 
°° -(x2- 2rxy +y2) /2(1 -r2) 
(2) The Value of (A)jjHi.k(x,y) e dx dy 
po ' -(x2- 2rxy +y2) /2(1 -r2) 
(B) Hi.k(x,y)H1.m(x , y) e dx dy 
(3) A Symbolic Form for Hi.k (x,y) 
(4) An Approach by Generating Functions and their Derivatives. 
(5) Recurrence Relations. 
(6) Reciprocal Relations. 
(b) The Discrete Case. Polynomials corresponding to Grain's 
in one variable. 
(1) The F.M.G.F. of Gr.s.(x,y) w(x,y) 
(2) The Form of Gr.s(x,y) 
(3) A Determinantal Approach. 
(4) The Value of S S Pr. s (x v) w(x,y) 
0 
(c) Polynomials correspondiñg to Charlier's. 
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(a) The Continuous Case. Polynomials in two variables 
corresponding to Hermite's in one variable. 
Hr(x) ,the rth Hermite polynomial is defined by 
and 
-2x2 _2x2 




(x) = xr - r(r-1)x r-2 r-4 - .... .... 
2 1. 22 2. 
=e-zL2 xr where D = d 
dx 
The orthogonal properties can be written 






There is a recurrence relation,namely 





It is natural to seek an extension of the idea of polynomials 
in one variable to polynomials in two variables. In some 
cases the extension leads to little of interest,for example, 
suppose we try to find the polynomials in x and y orthogonal 
-12(x2 +y2) 
with respect to e .As will be evident later, these 




(y) and all 
results can be factorised into two independent factors in 
x and y. This is also true of Tchebychef polynomials where 
we define the two variable- polynomial Tr.s(x,y) by 
n m 




= r' +s r+s. 
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in which case Tr.s(x,y) has two independent factors,one a 
Tchebychef polynomial in x and the other in y. To return to 
Hermite's polynomials,we observe that they arise as an 
extension of the normal frequency function and are orthogonal 
with respect to this frequency function.It is suggested from 
this that the nucleus in the two variable case should be the 
frequency function in the case of two correlated variates. 
-4(x2 +y2) 
Hence instead of considering w(x,y) = e we take 
-( x2 -2rxy +y2) /2(1 -r2) 
w(x,y) = e 
and look for polynomials Hr, (x, y) defined by 
°w -( x2 -2rxy + y2)/(1-r2) 
Hi'k'(x,Y) Hi.k(x,y) e dx dy 
-gab 
= 0 i'+k'( i+k 
i+k 
We shall use Mehler's series for the normal correlation function, 
-4(x2 -2rxy + y2) /(1 -r2) 








rill(x)H1(y) + r2H2(x)H2(y) + r3H3(x)H3(y) 
2. 3. 
"Reihentwicklungen nach Laplaceeschen 
+ .. 
Functionen höherer Ordnung" J. fur Math. lxvl. ) 
and we shall require integrals of the type 
c1° _i x2 




a (1) po 
Starting from 1H(x) e 
2 
dx = 2 Zj k: , by 
06 
integration by parts we find 
-1x2 
iH2(x)H2(x) e dx =2:, 27Z k k: since clearly 
1:v0 _1x2 00 , 2 
HK(x)H1(x) e 
a 




(x) H4(x) e dx = -4 -e k(2)k. 2. 2. 
-02 







2s : (s) (x) 4-2-5 2 s (x) e dx = k k: ---- s. s. (I 1) 
op 
H(x)H +1(x)H2s+1(x) e 2x2dx = (21): k(s) k k s+ (k+1): 21 
s: (s+l): 
-0 (I 2 
A direct approach is afforded by the fact that the frequency 
-2X 2a 
generating function of Hk(x) e is ak e 
co 
ax -2x2 Za2 i.e.1 Hk(x) e dx = a e 




Hk(x) xs e dx converges uniformly . ax 1 2 ax-?x2 
(x) e dx converges and Hk(x) e is 
-vo 
a continuous function of a and x. We have 
coo 
ax -2x2 
4Hk(x) xs e dx converges uniformly 
already shown that 
and hence 
. 00 
O° ax-x2 ax-2x2 lo2 
ds l Hk(x) e dx = [rjHk(x) xs e dx ds 
"5° 
; a2 
..dp ds Lak e 
2 
das 
Now since Hs(x) = xs- s(2)xs -2+ s(4)xs -4- 
2 l;r 22 2; 
we have 
°O ax-2x2 
1 SHs(x)Hk(x)e dx 
` s (2) s-2 (4 ) s-4 
- 
(6) s-6 
"be? _ D -s I + s D s Da + . . . . a 2 23 3 a 
. 
Now write 
s (2) s-2 
(x) = x + sx S (4) X s-4 + S (6) X s-6 
2 1. 22 2. 23 0. 
'D2 2 s 
= e x where D = d 
dx 
Clearly -ZD2 s 
e As(x) = x and d As(x) = s As_1(x) 
i. e. 
dx 
' a2 2 
e ak 
xs = As(x) -s (s-1) As_2(x) +s(s-l)(s-2)(s-3)As_4(x) - .... 
2 1: 22 2 
00 ax-Zx2 
Hence H(x)Hk(x) e dx 
, a2 
L 
Dá -s(s-1)Dá +s(S-1)(s-2)Ss-3) D-4.... e ak 
2 1: 22 2: 
la2 2 
=e (ais-.As(a)+skak-lAs_1(a)+s(2)kak-2As_2(a) + .... ) 
-s(2) akAs-2+(s-2)kak-lAs-3+(s-2)(k(2)ak-2As-4 
+ ... 
2 l: C 
+s(4) akAs-4 +(s-4)kak-lAs-5+(s-4)0k (Oak-2As-6+ 
22 '2! 
i a2 8 
/ 
-e ak (As(a)_.2)As2(a) + s(4) As_a(a) - ... .. . 
22 2 
+skak-1 As_1(a)- ( 
( As-3 +(s-1 
4 
A (a) - ..... 
2 1. 22 2. 
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=e +sk a k+s-2 +s (`1) k ak+s-4+ s (3)k ak+s-6 2-è- 3f- 
(a) + (s- 22(4)As -6(a) 
2 
] 
a terminating ,series since 
k is integrai. 
+ +s) k (S) ak-s 
--7r- 
00 
_, 2 Hence 


















= U(a) say. 
00 00 
-2x2 ax -2x2 
We determine JH(x)H2s(x)e dx from Hk(x)e dx 
db , 2 
as we did fk(x)Hs(x)e 2 _ x2dx from 
eax -2 x 
dx 
-ao .a° 
For H, (x) =x2s_(2s) )x2s-2 +(2s) )x2s-4_ 
(2s) (6)x2s-6 
s 




1 Hk(x)H2s(x) e-x dx 
2 1Z 
-xs+ l 2s-2 4) 2 (6) 2s-6 = Das-(2s) Da (2s)(7)8-4- a (2s) D + ...... U(a) 
2 1: 22 2; 23 3: - 
= {V(a)] 
a =0 
Expanding each term of V(a) and picking out the non - 




(k- 1)2...(s +l)2 +(2s- 2):(2s)(2)k2(k -1)2 s2 
(k -s). (k -s+1): 
a=0 
+ .... 
-2s(2s-1) (2s-2):k2(k-1)2...s2+(2s-4):(2s-2)(2)k2(k-1)2... (s-1 
2 1: (k-s+1): (k-s+2): 
+ 2s(2s- 1)(2s- 2)(2s -3) (2s- 4):k2(k- l)2..,.(s -1)2+ 
22 2: Ck -s +2) 
=(2s): k2(k-1)2 (s+1)2 = (2s): k: k(s) k >. s 
(k-s): s. s: 
2 - 
Hence x2 




2Zÿ s: s: 
-ob 
and similarl r 2 
211i 
1 Hk(x)Hk +1(x) H2s +1(x)e dx = (2s +1) :(k +l): k 
s: (s +1) . 
which establishes results (I1) and (I2) on page 102. 
We give two further results which are sometimes useful :- 
(s) 
Hk(x)ik-(2r+1)(x) 2 














where ka 2r, k; s+r, s/ r. 
The Form of Hi.k. (x,y) 
If we assume 
(I3) 
(14) 
Hi.k(x,y)= ai.kxlyk+ ai.k- lxlyk -1+ a. xi -1 
k 
1 -l.k y + terms of 
lower degree, 
then the coefficients ai.k are determined by 
-2(x2-2rxy+y2)/(1-r2) 
e Hi'.k'(x,y) Hi.k(x,y) dx dy 
= 0,i'#k'C i+k 
We find 
Hi.k(x,y) =Hi(x)Hk(y)-rikHi-1(x)Hk-1(y)+1,214k Hi-2(x)Hk2(y) 
-33 i (1-5)k(3)H1-3(x)Hk-3(y) + 
the truth of which can be demonstrated by direct substitution 
00 





and the use of Mehler's series for w(x,y,r). A simpler proof 
is given later . 
(a) 11 
cP 
-2(x2 -2rxy +y2) /(1 -r2) 
The Value of .. e 
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2 
Hi.k"Y) dx dy 
-db 
-2(x2-2rxy+y2)/(1-r2) - Hi.k(x,y)Hi".k'(x,Y)e dx dy 
040 ,do 
(A) Hi.k(x,y) e 
-2(x2- 2rxy +Y2) /(1 -r2) 
dx dy = 








22H2(x)H2(y) + e dx dy 
=2::(1-r) i:k: 1+ik2:112+iWk°4:r4 +1(3)1P6' :r6+ ...+1 A! (2k): 
0: 2:2:2:2! 3:3:3:3! k: k: k: k. 
-2(x2 +y2) 
i'k: ikr2+ ik3:r4 +i(3)k0)5:r6+..+i)k: 2k-1?:r2k - . 
1: 1:1:2:2: 2. 2: 3. 3. ( k-1) : (k-1) . k: k: 
+i: k: i k,2 r4+i 
2. 0. 0. 2. 2. 1 
-i:k: i(3)k(3)3:r6+ i 
3T 0: 0: 3: 3: 1 
)k(3)4: r6+ . . . ti )k: 2k-2 ; r2k 
:1. 3 :3 ( 
(k-) 
2 . k-2 , k: k: 
W k " 5: r8+ ..+i rk: 2k-3 : r2k 
:1:4:4: (k-3 . k-3 .k.k. 
+ 
2 e 2 (2) l2) 4' (3) 3) 6 (4) 
(4) 2k =2=(1-r2) i. k. 1+ikr +i k r+i k r+i k+. .. i k: r 
1-:l: 2.-- 3:3T 77.7 - k:k: 
i>.k 
using results (I1),(I2),(I3) and (I4) . 
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By a similar method ,the result (B) is 
00 
-2(x2-2rxy+y2)/(1-r2) 
ffHi.k(x'Y) Hi'.k'(x'y) e dx dy 
-co 
(3 _2 ( 2) 2 i.t k' -k r 2 ) (2)1,4 r(3) 1-r k . r 1+i kr +i k +i k)r 6 




La)iii A SYMBOLIC FORM FOR H. (x,y) 
.k 
We have seen that 
Hi.k(x,y)= Hi(x)Hk(y)- rikHi -1(x) 7k -1(y) 
+2 ik °Hi 
-2 (x) k -2(y) 
-rf i k4 Hi-3(x)Hk-3(y) + 3. 
Now -2DX 
Hi(x) = e x1 
Hence k 
i-1 k-a. 2. (2) 0) i-2 k-2 
i.k(x'y)- e 




= e e y x i yk 
-2(DX+ 2rDXDy + D) 
i =e x yk 
If r =0,so that the variables are independent 
-2(DX + D2) i k 
H..k(x,y) = e x y 
=Hi(x) Hk(y) 
-2(x2 +y2) 
i.e. the polynomials developed by e are merely 
products of H(x) and H(y) . 
(a4 iv 
AN APPROACH BY GENERATING FUNCTIONS AND 
THEIR DERIVATIVES. 
-' x2 





r (21 r-2 (4) r-4 (6) r-ô 
+ Hr(x) = x- r x + r x - r x 
2 1_:- 22. 23 3' 
i a2 
2 is are 
on 
ax-2x2 2a2 
Hr(x) e dx = ar e ä 
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Now suppose f(x) is any polynomial in x . Then since 
ax -2x2 s 2a2 
1 xs e dx = Da e 
21 IT o0 
-01b ax -2x2 
the differentiation being justified since xse dx 
ob_ 
converges uniformly and 
ir 
e dx converges, 
ax-' v2 n 
00 012 109 
ax-x2 ax-zx'- 
1 f(x)e dx 4¡:- e dx f(0)+xf'(0)+x2f"(0) + ... 
271 21= 2; J 
za2 
4f(0)-14"(0)D +f"(0) Dá + ] e 
2! 
'-a2 
=e [f(0?+Ai(a)f'()+A2(a)fh'(0)+A 3(a)f'' )+ .. 
2 2 
za zDa 




f(a) i. e. 1 f (x)e dx = e e 
Tit 
where Da= d 
da 
(I5) 
The extension of this result to two variables gives a ready 
result for Hermite polynomials in two variables,but it will 
be clearer to show the derivation of these polynomials in 
one variable first. In the above result ,take 
-2 2 
f(a) =e a a r 
which makes f(a) a polynomial in 'al of degree r. 
00 
-2D2 ax -2x9 za2 2D2 =2D2 
Then 1 e 
x 
xr e dx = e e 
a 




= ar e 
_?D2 
Hence e 2 xr is a polynomial of degree r which satisfies 
00 
ir 
(4"-nx r s 
ax -zx2 
s r 'a2 
l 
) x




and so e dx = 0 sr f_xr) 
-co 
= r; s=r 
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2 
i.e. e 2li xr is identical with Hernri.te's polynomial. 
In two variables, if f(x,y) is any polynomial in x and y ,then 
00 
-2(x2-2rxy+y2)/(1-r2) ax+by 
f(x,y)e e dx dy 
Exp. 2(a2+2rab+b2) Exp. 1 (Dá-2rDaDb+Dt)f(A,B) 
2 1-r ) 
where A= a +rb B= b +ra and Exp. means 'exponential'. 
Proof. We know that the frequency generating function of the 
normal correlation function w(x,y,r) is Exp.2(a2 +2rab +b2) 
i. e. 
° ax+by 




Differentiate both sides i times with respect to a 
and k " " " " b 
Then oc. 
ax+by 2(a2+2rab+b2) 
1 vr(x,y,r)xlyk e dx dy= dl d e 
2x1(1-r)2 dai dbk 
the justification of which depends on the single variable case 
which has been demonstrated. 




Now du = du+ p du and du = p du du 
da dA dB db dA + dß 
, (a+2pab+b2) (A-: Aß+32 
and so dl dc e =( d +p d (pd +d e 2(1- r 
dá1 db dA dB dA dB 





2(a2 +21ipab +b2) 
=e e 
2 (D-fpDa17b+Db )/ (1-p 
(a +pb)i (b+pa)k 
Hence if f(x,y) is any polynomial in x,y then 
ao 
ax+by 
1 _ti(x,y1r) f(x,y) e dx dy 
21,[(1-r= ) 
`°d i ( a2+2rab+b2 ) 
= e w--1( d, d, r)f ( a+rb, b+ra ) 
da db 
x2-2rxy+y2)/(1-r2) 
where w(x,y,r) = e 
Tox f(x,y) is an arbitrary polynomial . Hence take 
-4( D2a -2rDaD-.+Db)/(1-r2) 
f ( a+rb, ra+b ) = e ( ,:.+rb ) (b+ray 
+2xDxDy +14) 




i. k (x,Y) xi.ki 
2 =( 1-r9i di +k/ 
TEr`Ilbk' 
,dxdy_ 
a2+2ra t+y (a+;, C,+ry e 
S1=0 
Hence 112 v0 
-2(x2 -2rxy +y2)ß(1 -r2) r 
e fi.k(x,y)xi yk dx dy =0 i' +k' i +k 
-aA 0 i' +k' =i +k 
We have thus proved that fi.k(x,y) Exp. -? (D2 +2rDxDy +D2) J xiyk 
represent orthogonal polynomials in two variables with respect 
to w(x,y,r). Clearly 
-rDxD (-2Dx 
i 
2Dy f k (x 9 Y) = Ce 'Y le x ) e 
-rDxDy 
(ri1(x) =e Hk(y)) 
=H (x)H (y) -rikH, (x)H H(y)+7r21 (2)H (x)H (y) -... i k 1 -1 k -1 2; 1 -2 k -2 
which is identical with the form given on page 105. 
Expanding i' +k' i k 2(a2 +2rab +b2) 
d , (a +rb) (b +ra) e 
dal dbk ad 




(rh) +i(i' -1)a (rb) + x 










' -' =i(irr -i i ,.k _,. +i(i+_1r +l (i 1 +k t -i)ri r. k t. 
+i ri-i'+2/.1 -i)(2)r2i':k': + 
(i'-2) 














(i-i +3 3. 
.... 
Hence we have the result 
.0 -2 ( x2_2rxy+y2) 
17 1 
(1-r;13) 
Hi.k(x,y)Hi,.k'(x,Y) e dx dy = 0 i'+k'<i+k 
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-dD - 
(2) ) ), ) i 1 +i'kr2 +i' k r4 +i 1 r6 
(i ) (i-i'+1)1: (i-i7+2)GÌ2: (i-i'+3) F5)3; 
+ 
1 
if i' +k' =i+k 
1'4 i 
It is easily seen that when i' =i and k' =k 
Il 
-2(x2-2rxY+Y2)/(1-r2) 
Hi.k(x,Y) e dx dy 
=27,L(1-r2)2i:k: 1+ ikr2 + i(2)kWr4 +i(3)k(3)r6+ 
1.T1: 2: 2 :-- 3:3! 
00 
It has been shown that ax+by 
f(x,y) w(x,y,r) e dx dy 
-. ae 
2(a2+2rab+b2) 2(Dá-2rDaDb+Db)/(1-r2) 
=2=1-1-2) e e f(a+rb,b+ra) 
Take -2(D2-2rDaDb +Db)/(1-r2) 
f ( a+rb, ra+b )= e ai bk 
so that 4(D2 +2rD D +D2) 
f(xlY) = e 




then fi.k(x,y) fi'.k'(x,y) w(x,y,r) dx dy 
*... ao 
= 0 i'+k'4( i+k 




alb e a=b=0 
=i:k: when i =i' and k =k' 
Hence if Hermite polynomials in two variables are defined by 
Ai.k(x,Y) = [Exp.-2( D,F +2rDxDy +Dy) (x -rY)1 (y -rx)k 
then 
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11Ai.iç(x, Ait.k1(x,y) w(x,y,r) dx dy = 0 unless i=i' 
k=k' 
i+k =2a(1-r) i.k. 
which is to be compared with 00 
Jr 
Hi.k(x,y) Hitke(x,y) dx dy = 0 i' +k' i +k 
ob 0 i' +k' =i +k 
Another Form for A..k(x,y) 
We have page 111 
2(Dá -2rD Dh +Dh) 
i +k 2(a2 +2rab +b2) 2(a2 +2rab +b2) 




a +rb)1(b +ra)k 
Put a= ix 1 and b= i.y 
1 and -r for r and we have -r (1 2)2 (1 -rß)2 
(where i =) 
-2(x2- 2rxy +y2) -2(x2- 2rx. +y2 
i +k (1 -r2) 71 -r2) -2(DX +2rDX D+D2) 
i 
dxidyk 
e =e e .x -ry) (y -rxlj 
1-r i+ 
Hence 2(x2-2rx+,v2) -2(x2-2r +y2) 
i+k _ 2 i+k (1-1'2) i k (1-r2) (-) Ai.k.x,y)-(1-r ) e 1 Dy e 
or 
e 
it x2-2rx+y2 ) -2 (x2-2rx_y+. 
(1-r ) 









. k dx 
l dyJ
which is to be compared with 
-k2 -2x2 
e 2 Hr(x) _ (-)r d r e 
dx 
in the one variable case. 
We proceed now to the consideration of recurrence relations 
satisfied by these polynomials in two variables. 
(a) v 
We have 
Hence áHi.k = 1Hi -l.k 
Further 
' 
+Dy )k e 













-2(x2- 2rxr +y2) 
(1 -roa ) 
=(_)l+k 
and then 












+iHi-l.k +rkHi.k-1 e (1-r2) 
i. e. 
(_)i+k+1 i+k 
-xH +_ +r 
Hi+l.k-(-) i.k 
i Hi l.k kH i.k-1 
Hence 
Hi+l.k(xlY)- 




(x,Y) - yHi.k(x,y) +kHi.k- 1(x,Y) + 
riHi- l.k(x,y) = 0 







(x,y) = 0 
-1.k+1 
-2 (D +2-rDxDy +D2) 
k 
Again A. (x = e (x -rY)i (Y -rx) 
Hence 








-2(x2-2rxy+ 2) ( 1-r') (-)i+k 
(1-r2 
Ai.k-(1-r2)l+k DX D 
Differentiate with respect to x and then 
-)i +k 
x -r Ai + D A e- 2(x2- 











(xy) -(x-ry)A(xY) +(1-r2)(iA -rkA ) = Ai+1.2, i.k i-l.k 0 l.k-1 
Similarly 
Ai.k +i(x,Y) - (Y- rx)Ai.k(x,Y) +(1- r2)( kAi.k -1 -riAi -i.k) = 
and eliminating Ai.k from these two results we have 
(Y-rx)Ai+l.k +(ry °)Ai.k+l +(1-r>)2(iYAi-l.k -kxAi.k-1 ) 
0 
(a V1 RECIPROCAL RELATIONS. 
2 
-2(Dx +2rDXD +Dÿ) i k 




iHi-l.k i.k = kHi.k-1 dx dy 




x Y Y H1. (x Y) 
Expanding the right hand side in terms of Dx and Dy 
xlyk- 
Hi.k +2(1 
Hi-2.k +2rikHi-l.k-1 +k 
i.k-2 ) 
(i°H +4r2i1kH +k(`H, + 2 2: Z-4.k Hi-2.k-2 i.k-4 2 
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4ri (9 k+4rik(3)Hi. k-3 +3.0k(2) 2 Hi-2.k-2 ) + . . . . « 




xy xl yk 
i. e. 
Hi.k +2 i-2.k .k -2) 2': 
= xlyk -rikxi-lyk-1 -f r2i 
i H14 
. k+2i 1k Hi-2.k -2 
+ k (4%Hi 
. k-4 ) + 
xi-2yk-2 - r3i(3)k(1xi-3yk-3+ 
Ue 
The polynomial form in x,y is seen to be very similar to 
the form for Hi.k in terms of H(x) ,H(y) ,namely 
H = H H -rikH. H +r2 i(2)k) Hi - 
i.k ix ky 1 -1.x k -1.y 2. -2.x 
L 
k -2.Y 
2 Lastly rD D -2(D +D ) 
e x y Hi.k = e 
x Y xi y 
i.e. 
H + rikHi_l.k-1 +2ei)k6Hi-2.k-2 + r3 1(3)k) Hi-3.k-3 + i.k - 
= xiyk - - -2(i(2y2+kx2) + 2"4k-4(i(y4 .2i(k2}x2y2+k(x4) 
1e 2 2. 
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A similar set of relations exist for A..k(x,y) for 
-2(DX +2rDxDy +D) 
A (x,y) = e (x- ry)1(y -rx)k i. k. 
Hence 
(x-ry)1(y-rx)k= A. 
+(12r1i (i(2)Ai-2.k-2ikrAi-l.k-l+k )Ai.k-2) 
+ 1 r 
2 2 ( JAi-4. 
k+4r2i W k 1 -2 . k -2 +k +k(4) A. 1 .k-4- 
2 Z. 
THE RELATION BETWEEN Ai 
. 
( x, y ) and Hi ( x' y) 
Put x -ry = (1 -r2)2 X 




Dx=(Dx +rDY) /(1-r2)2 





A. (x,y) = e (x-ry) (y-rx)k 
1.k 
-n(DX 
+2rDx D +D) 





( 1-ry ' i. k ( 
or 
1+k 
Ai.k( X-rY ' ) -(-)k (1-r2) 2 )Hi.k (X,Y) ) ( 1-r= ) : 
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(b) THE DISCRETE CASE 
(1) The Factorial Moment Generating Function of Gr.s(x,y) 
We have seen that the rth. Gram polynomial G 
r 
(x) can be 
defined by:- 
Gr(x) = (pq)r p-x 
ax-n dr 
dp r 
An extension to two variables is suggested,namely 
dr 
ápts px p' y (1- p- 
y -x - for this is the coefficient 
of txuy in ( PUO +pt +p'u)n corresponding to the 'fourfold 






where pll = 0 
For ( l +pa +p'b)n = SS (l +a)x (l +b)y w(x,y) 
where x w 
( 
, y)= n(x+y)_px 
p,y pn-x-y 
00 7737- 
Hence differentiating r times with respect to p 
and s " 
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S S (l+a)x(l+b)Y dr+s w(x,y) = ar bs n(r+s) (l+pa+p'b)n-r-s! 





r. s(xtY)=PrPI sp00s árrd t á'Y(1-p-p' )n 
-x 
P P 
It is clear that Gr.s(x,y) is a polynomial in x and y of 
degree r +s. Further 
SSx(1)y0w(x,Y)Gr. s(xyY)=prp'spoos n(r+s 
= 0 i+k < r+s 
di+k arbs(1+pa+P'b) 
daldbk 
when a =b =0 
=Pr 




Clearly G (x,y) are orthogonal polynomials with respect 
r. s 
to w(x,y) and the F.M.G.F. of Gr.s(x,y) w(x,y) is 
n(r +s) pr p,s(1 -p -pr )r +s ar bs(l +pa +pb) n -r -s 
where w(x,Y) Gr.s(xY)-PrP's(1-p-p')r+s 
dp dp 
(11) The Form of Grss(x,y) 
An alternative definition of Gr,s(x,y) is now ,iven.It is 
easily proved that if G(a) is the factorial moment generating 
function of g(x),then arG(a) is the factorial moment 
r r 
generating function of ( -) Q g(x -r), where 
The eAtension to two dimensions gives 
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ux-ux+1 
arbs G(a,b) as the F.IvI.G.F. of (-)r+r As 
X y 
Apply this theorem to G(a,b)= (l+pa+p'b)n .Then 







(-)r+Qr As x (r)y(s)g(x,J) 
dardbs x y 
where g(x,y)= w(x,Y) =.±y)Px P ty (1-p-p' )n-x-y 
x. y. 
i.e. 




=83(1+a)x(l+b)Y G (x,y) w(x,y) 
r.s 
from paragraph (1) page 120. Hence 




L$ x(r)y r. s x y 
sx(r)Y 
which is analous to 
2 -2 (x2-2rr3 -'2rx+ ) 
1-r i+k 2 i+k i (1-rd) 
e 




in two variables or to 
Gr(x) w(x) = (- i)rdx x(r) w(x) 
in one variable. 
We now find the expression for G(x,y) in terms of .x a 
G (x,y) in terms of x and y . r. s 
pxp,ypn-x-y 
(xY) =prp'spr+s 0o r. s o0 
Since 
dr dp rdp r s 
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px e py(1 n-x-y -p-p 
-prp , sr+s s x )px-rpn-x-y -rx ( r-1)px-r+1(n-x-y )Pn-x-y-1 0o d dp ' s o0 00 
(r-2) x-r+2 ) n-x-y-2 ..... + r)x P (n-x-y) P peY .. 00 
r+s , s (y(spe_spn_x_ y ( s-1) , y-s+1 n-x-y-1 
oo -sY P (n-x-y)p0o 
+s Y(s-2)p 
y-s+2( n-x- y )(2)pn-x-y-2 00 
-rx (r-1)(n-x-Y)P xi1 y( p n-x-y-1 ,y-s_sy(s-1)pey-+4_x-y-1)P 00 00 
n- +soy(s-2)p,y-s+2(n-x-y-1)Wp0o Y 










, -rx(r-1)(n-x-Y)P -sy(s-1)pe(n-xY-1) +s(2)Y P (n-x-y-1) 
P3 Poo poo 00 
.(r-2) (2) 2 S)_sy(s-1)p, -Y-2) + +r)x (n-x-y) p2 n- P P0O oo 
For example Ga. U(x,Y)=POOx-p(n-x-y) 
G0.1(x'Y)=POOY-P'(n-x-y) 
G2.0 (x,Y)=PO0x )-2pp00x(n-x-y)+p2(n-x_y)(2) 
G11(x,Y)=P2 xy -p'p x(n-x-y)-pp Y(n-x-y)+PP'(n-x-y) ) 00 00 00 
Go.2(h,Y)-P2 Y -2P'P Y(n-x-y)+p'(n-x-y)(2) 00 00 
(b)111 A Determinantal Approach. 
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We consider a few simple cases of polynomials orthogonal 
with respect to n( y) pxp'ypóox -Y and build up a 
x. y. 
general expression which is proved by means of its 
factorial moment generating function.The following results 
for Gram's polynomials in one variable are required:- 
G1(x) = G2(x) +(1-2p)G1(x) +npq 
G1(x)G2(x)= G3(x)+2(1-2p)G2(x)+ 2pq(n-1) G1(x) 
G2(x)= G4(x)+ 4(1- 2p)G3(x) +(4npq- l6pq +2) G2(x) 
+4p q(1- 2p)(n- 1)G1(x) +2n(n -1)(p q)2 
These and other results required are special cases of the 
following:- 
G (x)G (x) = G (x) +rr(1 -2p)G (x) + rpq(n -r +1) (x) 
r 1 r +1 ` r r -1 
, 
Gr(x)G2(x) = Gr+2(x) +2r(1-2p)Gr+1 (x) 
+(2rpg(n-r)+r ° (1-2p)2 
+2r 
?)p 




Gr( x)G3(x)=Gr+3(x) +3r(1-2p)Gr+2(x) +34.(n-r-1 )p g+(r-1)(1-2p) 
r+l 
+L(1-2P)3r(3)+6Pg.(1-2p) (n-r)r1Gr(x) 
+3(n-r+l)pgrqpq(n-r)+(r-2) (1-2p )2] 
+3(pq)2(1-2P)(n-r+2) °r(3)Gr_2(x) 
+r (pq)3(n-r+3) (3)Gr-3(x) 
Gr-1(x) 
G G =G G 1-2 rx ( ) 4x ( ) r+4 +4r 1-2 ( P) r+3 + 4 [ rPg( n-r+2 ) +6r ( P)2I -r+2 
+ [12r n-r-1 )p q+4r (4 (1-2p )9(1-2p )Gr-p.1 
+6pq(n-r)rq(r-2) (1-2p)2+pq(n-r-1)] Gr(x) 
+4r4n-r+1) (1-2P )P9. C 3(n-r)pq+(r-3) (1-2p)2, Gr-1(x) 
+2r(36q)2(n-r+2) q2Pg(n-r)+3(r-3) (1-2p)21 Gr-2(x) 
+4(pq)3(n-r+3) (1-2p)r(4)Gr_3(x)+r°pg)4(n-r+4) (4)Gr_4 
and finally if r) s 
Gr(x)Gs(x) Gr+s(x)+sr(1-2p)Gr+s-1(x) + Cs } r((1-2p)2 + L 
spq_r(n-r-s+2)1 Gr+s-2(x) 
+ s(3) r((1-2p)3+s(2)r(2)Pq(n-r-s+3)(1-2P) G (x) r+s-3 
+ 
s 1-2p )4+3s r pg(n-r-s+4) (1-2p )2+s r( (Pg)2(n-r-s+4) (23 
Gr+s-4(x) 
+(ii) +srpq(n-r-s+k) (s- k 
) (k-2 ) ( r-1) (k-2 
) (1-2P 
) 
r ( s -2 )( k -4 ) ( r'-2 ) 
( 
k-4 ) (1-2p )k-4 
+s)r(p3g3(n-r-s+k) (3) (s-3)(k_0(r-3) (k-6) (1-2p )k-6 
Gr+s-k(x) + 
from which any product such as 
n 
3 G (x)G (x)G (x)w(x) can be written down . 
o r 
The result 





where d= -pp' pis required. 
x n-x 
= 11(x)" 
7-)G2(Y) + dj 
3.2.5 
I 44qTLX?G (Y) n 
mkle, g 
oo 
(.x,y) = 1. 
g 
and _ (xpy) = a + b G (x) 
1.0 
where 3 3 g: (xpy) x,y) = 0 
1.0 




= G (y) and 2. ) 
Assume g (x,y)= aG (x)G (y) +G (x) G (y) d 
1,14 1 1 
with the con itions to determine aplipc and d as follows:- 
35 g 
11 
OW) 70(z05r) = 0 33 11 (z07) 10(x,Y) G Os) 0 
8$ g (x 7) (x,7) O 
1 
(7) = 0 
11 
Usini; the expr salon for gli ab,yre in addition to the three 
126 
equations we can eliminate a,b,c and d and obtain 




G (x)G (y) 
1 1 
0 0 -n pp' 
0 npq -npp' -npp'(1-2p) 
U -npp' np' g' -npp' (1-2p' 
and after division by a constant, 





G1(x)Gl(y) +pGl(y) + 
p'G1(x) + npp' w(x,y) 
SSgll(x,y)G1(x) G1 (y) w(x,y) since 
SSg11(x,y)G1(y)w(x,y)=SSg11(x'y)G1(x)w(x,y)=SSg11(x,y)w(X,y)= 0 
Hence 
SSgll(x,y) w(x,y) = n( 
2 ) 
pti'(ppt+gg') 
Similarly if g21(x,y)=aG2(x)+bG2(x)G1(y)+cGl(x)G1(y)+dG2(y) 
+eG1(x) +fG1(y) +h 
with the conditions 
SSg21( x, y) w( x, y)= SSgl( x, y) Gl( x)w(,x,y)= SSg21(x,y)G1(y)w(x,y) 
ti 
SSg21(x,y)G2(x)w(x,y)= SSg21(x,y)G1(x)G1(y)w(x,y) 
SSg21(x,y)G2(y)w(x,y) =0 , then g21(x,y) has the form 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































g01=G1(y) g20= G2(x) g02=G2(y) 
g11G =1(x)G1(y)+pGl(y)+p'Gl(x)+npp' 






g =G (x)G (y)+2pG (y)+2p'G (x)G (y)+2npp'G (y)+2p'2G (x) 
12 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 
2 
+2npp' 
g =G, (y) 
03 J 
g4ú=G4(x) 
g =G (x)G (y)+3p'G (x)+3pG2(x)G1(y)+3npp'G2(x)+6p2G1(x)G1 (y) 
31 3 1 3 
+ 6np2p'G1(x)+6p3 G (y)+6np3p' 
1 
g22=G2(x)G2(y)+4p'G2(x)G1(y)+4pG1(x)G2(y)+6p'2G2(x) 
+4(n+l)pp'G (x)G (y) +6p2G2(y)+8npp'(p'G (x)+pG (y) ) 
















w 3 (pq) n(3 







=2 (pq)2 ng 
SSgll 
w= pp' (pp' +qq' )n 
(2) 
SSg02 
w-2' (p' q' ) 2 n (2) 
SSg21 w=2:n(3)pup' q(2pp'+qq' ) 
SSg12 w 2.n 
3 
)pp' 2qr(2pp'+qq') 
SSg2 w=4:n( )(pg)4 SSg2 w=3:l:n(4)p3p1g2(3pp'+qq' 
) 40 31 
SSg 
02 
w-4:n(p'q' )4 SSg22vr_2: 2 
' 
n p 2p' 2(a$24 pp' lq' +q2 q' 2 ) 
2 
SSg13w 1: 3: n )pp 
t 3 q' 2( 3pp' + qq' ) 
and by using 
G (x,n- s)= Gr(x) +rspGr_1(x)+ r(2)(s +1)(2)p2Gr_2(x)+ 
r 
(proved on page 97) , we easily verify that 
g11= G1(x,n- 1)G1(y,n- 1) +(n -1)pp' 
g21= G2( x, n- 1)G1(y,n- 2) +2(n- 2)pp'G1(x,n -1) 
g12=G1(x,n-2)G2(y,n-1)+2(n-2)pp'G1(y,n-1) 
g22= G2(x,n-2)G2(y,n-2)+4(n-3)pp'Gl(x,n-2)Gl(y,n-2)+2(n-2)(Vp'2 
=G (x,n -1)G (y,n- 3) +3(n- 3)pp'G (x,n -1) 
g31 
2 
g13 Gl( x, 
n- 3)G3(y,n- 1) +3(n- 3)pp'G2(y,n -1) 








but clearly to attempt a proof by determinantal methods 
as used here would not be easy.We consider an approach by 
use of the frequency generating function of w(x,y) . 
We have seen that 
(x +y) 





and poo +p +p' 1 
Now SS xy(w(x,y) txuy- n(r +s)prp,strus(p +pt +p'u)n -r -s 
oo 
by differentiating the identity above r times for t and s times 
for u. 
() 
Now G (x) = ( 1+ p 
n +r -1 
x and it is natural to look 
r 
for an extension in the form 
-n +r +s -1 (r) (s) 
(l +pax +p'LS3) x y . Let us find the frequency 
-n +r +s -1 x(r) y(s) 
generating function of w(x,y)(l +p a +p') 
It is n+r+3-1 
SStx uyJ(x,y) (1+pL1+p( r ) s y( ( ) 
=SStXU.yw(x,y) x(y(s)-(n-r-s+1) ¡prx(r-1)y(3+p'sx(r)y(s-1)) .. .. . ii J 
_n(r+s)prp'strus (poo+pt+p'u)n-r-s -(n-r-s+1) Iprn(r+s-1)pr-lplc 
r-1 s n-r-s-+1 (r 
s-1 
t u (poo+pt+p'u) +spn+s-ljprpa t us-1(poo+pt+p'u) 
+(n-r-s+2) rp2n(r+s-2) p -2n e str-2as+2pp'rsn(r+s-2)pr 1 n s. 
y 
+pr2s n(r+s-2)rps-2trus-2 ! (poo+pt+n'u)n-r-s+2 
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Cr+s) r n-r-s r-1 ï P p ,s (p +pt+p u) ) t r us -(rt u s +st r u s- 
00 L 




2us- 1 +3rs(2) r- 
lus- 2 +s(3)trus -3)C3 
+ 
J r+s) s =n( r r-1 r-2 p p (p00+pt+p u) u s t r -rt C+r(t C 2 + ... 
% l 
s-1 -su -rtr-1C+ '!C + 
I 
( r+s ) r' S n-r-s ,", s s-1 s-2 2 s-3 3 -, ; r =n p p C `,u -su C+s (u C -s (u C + . . , . t - 
rtr-1C+r(2) tr-ÑC2 -r tr-3C3+ 
(3+ j J 
n-r-s r- 
( r+s ) r_ , s n-r-s s r =n p p C (u-C) (t-C) where C=p +pt+p'u 
00 
s n-r-s s -n(r+s)prP' 
CPoo+pt+p'u) ( g'u-pt-poo) ( gt-p'u-poo) 
Hence 
n 
S S w(x,y) tx uy (1+pG'+p'0)-n+r+s-1 X( r) y(s ) 
0 
(r+s) r s 
) 
n-r-s =n p p Cp+Pt+P , u 
r 
C qr u-pt-p 
) 00 oo 
Putting qt-p'u-p = A 
00 






x y -n +r +s -1 (r) () (r +s) r, s r s n -r -s SSt u w(x,y) (1 +p4 +p'd,) x y _n p p A B C 
and differentiating both sides i times with respect to t 
and k times with respect to u,putting t =u =1 





= 0 i+k < r+s 
/ O 
since A =B =O ,C =1 when t =u =1 
i+k=r+s 
t=u=1 
Hence 1 +L +'d -n +r +s -1 , x(') are ortho onal 
polynomials with respect to w(x,L= n(x +y)13xpsy(1 -p -p' )n y 
x: y: 
Px,y) -(1+pQ±p Q )-n+r+s-1 x(r)y( s) in terms -of x,y. r. 
-n+r+s-1 
By expanding (1+p4± p 3 ) we have 
P (x,y)= 1 - (n-r-s+1) (px+pt© )+(n-r-s+2) ) (p+ptQ3 )2 r.s 




+pt2s)x (r)(s-2) _ 
n +r +s -1 
Again (l +pt +p'u ) 
-n +r -1 






-n+r+s-1 (r) () ti-' -n+r+s-1 ,) 
( l+pa+p'45,3) x Y= l 1+PQ,) (1+p'®3) -pp'L1,_Dy x y 
-Pr.s(x,y) L 





Pr. s (1'' Y ) =GrxGsy+ (n-r-s+l )pp' rsGr-lxGs-ly+ ( n-r-s+2 ) (2) (PP 
t ) 
g 
where G =G (x,n-s) and G =G (y,n-r) 
rx r sy s 
Using the relation 
Gr(x,n-s)=Gr(x)+rspGr-l(x)+r 








+(n-r-s+2)(2)(PP' )2rOs(21 Us-2(Y)+ 
(s- 2)rp'Gs -3(Y) .. - - - 
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For example, taking r =2 and s =1, 
P21(x,Y)=(G2(x)+2pG(x)+2p2)(G1(Y)+2p') +2.1(n-2)pp'(G1(x)+p) 
=G2(x)G1(Y)+2p,G2(x)+2pG1(x)G1 (Y)+2npptG1 (x) 
+2p2G1(Y) +2np2p' 
as obtained for g21(x,y) by determinantal methods on page 127. 
(r) (s) 
in terms of Pr.s(x,y) 
n+r+s-1 (r ) (s) }Ve have Q, P (x,Y)= Q(1+pQ+p'Qy)- x Y xr.s 
=(1+pQ,p')-n+r+s-1Qx(r) y( s) 
=(1+p o +P'0)-n+r+s-1 
rx(r-1) y(s) 
0_ 











=P +(n-r-s+1)[prP +p'sP 
r. s r-1. s. n-1 r. s-1. n- 
+2pp' rsPr_l. s-1. n-l+p' 2 s )P r-2. s. n-2 r.s-2 . 
Hence Pr.s +(n- r -s +1) 
+(n-r-s+1) 
prPr-l. 
s. n-1+p' s13 
2r (0+P \ -2. s. n-2p r-1. s-1. n-2 2pp' rs + 









+3pp'2rs(2) P +p13 s(3)P 
r-1. s-2. n-3 
_ x(r) y(s) 
a terminating series in P (x,y,n) 
r. s 




We have seen that 
n x (r+s) r ,s r s n_r 
S S w(x,y) Pr.s(x,y) t uY = n pp A B C -s 
o 




Putting r -s for r, and s +k for s, differentiating r times with 
respect to t and k times with respect to u ,we have 
(r) (k) (r +k) r -s , s +x/ r+k r -s s +k n -r- SSx Y Pr- s.s +k(x1Y)w(x'Y) -n p p dtrduk 
A B C 










(k_2) k-2 (2) s+k-2 2 r-s-k+2 +k (r-s) (-p') (s+k) B gt A + .... .. 
0) t=1 
-n 





-P. (s+k): (r-s-k): (-p)s+kgrrs-kl 
(s+k) 
(k-1) k-1 s+k-1 T s-it* +k(r-s) (-p ) g (s+k)r 
(s+k-1)( 
s+k-1):(r-s-g+l):(-p) q 
n(r+k)rrp, s+kgr-s-k r:k: (-)s (r-s) 





+(r -s) (s +k) (pps)k- 3(gq')3+ +(s +k) (qq')k 
(k -3) (3) (k) 
Hence we have the two results:- r s 
SS P rk(x,Y) 
r-s.s+k 
P (x,Y) w(x,Y) = 
n(r+kprp+s+k qr-s-k r: k: (-)s (r-s)(PP')k 
(r-s) (k-1)(s+k)(PP')k-1(gg') +(r-s) (s+k) 
(pp')k-2(gg')2 
(k-2) ( 
+ . . + ( s+k ) ( qq' ) 
k 
SS P2 (x,Y) w(ca) = n(r+s) pr 
p+sgr-s r:s: r r (PP' )s + 
r. s (^ ( 
sr(s-1)(PP')s-lgg+ + s(2) r(s-2)(pp s-2 )2+. « 
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(c) POLYNOMIALS CORRESPONDING TO CHARLIER'S 
We have taken the nucleus of the Gram polynomials in two 
variables to be that generated by 
i. e. 
(put 
+pt + pOlu + p )n with p = 0 
11 00 11 
(pt + p'u + p )n 
00 
If pll 0 ,polynomials orthogonal to the function 
generated by 
n 
 ( l +pa +p'b +pllab ) exist .For example 
G (x,y) = n2(pp'gg'-d2)G (x)G (y)-n2d(p p -p p )G (y) 
11 1 1 10 00 01 11 1 
op 01 p11p10)Gl(x)-n3d(pp'qq'-d2) 
and 
S S G (x,y) w(x,y,d) = 0 
11 
S S G (x,y) G (x) w(x,y,d) = 0 
11 1 
S S G11(x,y) G1(y) w(x,y,d) = 0 
where d= p 
11 
- pp' 
y where (1 + pa + p'b + pllab )n = S S (1+a)x(1+b) w(x,y,d) 
It is evident that these polynomials are more complicated 
than those discussed in (b) and doubtful whether general 
expressions can be found for them. We thus consider limiting 
cases of these polynomials. 
Now if p and p' are = 0(1 /n) and pli= 0(1/n2) ,putting 
p= m/n and p'=m'/ n 
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ma +m'b 
then ( 1 + pa + p'b + p ab ) n ... e 
11 
-m -rn' 
indicating a frequency function w(x,y) = e mx e m'Y T yT 
It is evident that polynomials orthogonal with regard to 
w(x,y) will be merely products of K (x), K (y) where K (a) 
r s r 
is the rth Charlier polynomial in a . 
If on the other hand p =m/n ,p' =m' /n and p11= 0(1 /n) and 
M =n( p11 -pp' ) ,then 









w(a) = e ma 
a. 
Since in the Gram polynomials in two variables we have 
assumed p = 0 ,it is clear that polynomials orthogonal 
11 
with respect to w(x,ÿ) above are not limiting cases of 
G (x,y),It will be recalled that this is a feature of 
rs 
the one variable case ,for Charlier polynomials can be 
deduced from Gram's by making n large and p small with 
np= m . With the nucleus function above we shall thus expect 
to find polynomials in two variables which exhibit certain 
new features . We shall require the following results for 
Charlier polynomials :- 
K (x)K (x) =K (x) + r K (x) + r K (x) 
1 r+l m r m r-1 
K (x)K (x)=K (x) + 2r K (x) + 2r + r(2) K (x) 




Kr-1(x) + m24Kr-2(x) (2) 
K (x)K (x)=K (x) + 3E (x) + 3r 1 +(r-1 K (x) 
3 r+3 m r+2 m m r+1 
+ r34+6r2 Kr(x) +3r) i 2+(r-2 Kr-1(x) 
m m m m 
+3rK (x) + 
m3 
r)K (x) 
m3 r-2 r-3 
K (x)K(x)=K (x) + 4r K (x) + 4r + 6r ) Kr+2(x) 
4 r+4 m r+3 m m2 
12r()+ 43K(x) + 12r3+6r2+r4 K(x) 
m 
3 2 
m m m 
K (x) +(4.1-:(4+6r/ K (x) 
m3 m4 r-1 m3 m4 r-2 
+4rMK (x) + rKr-4(x) m4 r-3 in4 
(3) 
(4) 
All these results can be deduced from similar expressions 
for Gram polynomials given earlier ,or by direct substitution. 
We take K(r)(x,y) to represent a Charlier polynomial in x and y 
orthogonal with respect to 
w(x,y)= ee-~ e-mtm'y 1 + mKl(x)K1(y) + K2(x)K2(y) + ... T
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eg. y)=a +a K (x)+a K (x)+a K (y)+a K (x)K (y) 
0 1 1 2 2 3 1 4 1 1 
and 
SS K(1) (x y) w(x,y) = 0 
SSKi2) (x,y) w(x,y)Kl(x) = 0 
SS K(i)(x,y) w(x,y) K1(y) = 0 
SS K(l) (x,y) w(x,y) K2(x) = 0 
giving four equations to determine the four ratios 
al /ao , a2 /ao 
expression 
K(1 2 )(x,y) = 
, a3 /a0 , a4/ ao In addition using the 
linear in the a's for Ki 2)we have 
1 K1(x) Kl(y) K2(x) K1(x)K1(y) 
1 0 0 0 m 
0 1 m 0 fFi 
mm2 m mm 
0 m 1 m 0 m i m2 
0 0 0 2 2m 
m2 ri m2 






= r: /mr 
and the expression for products of K's on the previous page. 
Dividing by a constant ,we find 
K(1 
2) 
(x,y)= K1(x)K1 ri (y) -rK2(x) +m m-m 
rn m mm -m 
+m m-m' 







w(x,y)=SS Kl(x,y)K (x)K (y)w(x,y) 
1 1 
since 
SSK1 4 (x,Y)K2(x)w(x,Y) =SS K.(2) (x,Y)K3(x)w(x,Y) 
=SS K(26x,y)K (y)w(x,y)= SS K(1)w(x,y) = 0 by definition, 
1 
Hence we have 
2 
SS K(26c,y) w(x,y) = 
1 
m2 2+ rn (=A s ay ) 
m m mm -fPi 





= K1 (x) 
= K2(x) 
= l + m 
K(1) = K (y) -m K (x) 
1 1 m 
K(0 is given on the ,.previous page. 




C1 - m rñ-m K2(x) - m 1( Y) 
rri _ ( mm -rn2 rrun mm Y 1 
-2rn`2 Sm-m' K (x) + 2rn2 
Mt 2 l rnrn 
r m 1 rruñ 
Similarly 
K(1) =11 +m(rn-m) m_T' S(run'+ñ2) 2(x)Kl(y)- m K3(x) 
( rnm -m ) 
+2m3m' 1711-P1\2 /(!-m' 'K2(y)+2m mm Kl(x)Kl(y) 
m mrn -mti m malt -m ) 
3 
+2rñ rn-m 1+fPi m,-m mm' Z K2 ( x ) +2m2 Cm-m ) 2 Kl(Y) 
m' mm -1114') l mm -M- 
m 
mrn' -m2 ) 2 
-2T--nr- 
r1+2m3 m-rn) (m-m' ) K (x ) 
mm I mn m271- 
-2m` m -m 
m ru mm -M-) 




m_ lñ lñ 































2m'2 0 4M m rn3m' 
2m 21ñ2 +m +1 2M 0 41ñ2 + 2i'li 
m2m' m ñ' 2 mmrt2 lrun' mmt 7 m m' 2 rniñ' 2 
2M2 2m 2 0 4PP12 m nr2 mm `2 m'2 1112m1S 
0 0 0 6 6M 
713 E7E' 
and K(3)(x,y) satisfies the following conditions:- 
SS K(i) w(x,y)= SS K(1 w(x,y)K1(x) = SS K(3)w(x:y)K1(y) 
=SS K(3)w(x,y)K2(x) = SS K(l)w(x,y)KI(x)K(y) =SS K(1)w(x,y)K2(y) 
=SS K 
3 
)w(x,y)K (x) = 0 and these equations in conjunction with 
1 3 
K(g)(x,y) = a +bK1(x)+cKl(y) +dK2(x) +eK1(x)K1(y)+ fK2(y) 
+gK3(x) + hK2(x)K1(y) 
lead to the determinant above. 
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A general expression for K(r) (x,y) has not been found,and 
it is evident that the determinantal approach is not likely 
to lead to the desired result. A certain amount of simplificatior 
is however introduced by taking m=m'. We then find 
K")= 1 K (1) = Kl(x) 
0 
() K = K1(y) -K 
1 
(x) 
K( Q) =K2(x) K(1)=K1(x)K1(y) - K(x)-K1(y)/m - 1/m 
K(2)= K (y)-2K (x)K (y)+K (x)+2K (y) +2 
2 2 1 1 2 m 1 m 
K()= K3(x) 
K(3)=K2(x)K(y) -K3(x)-2K 1(x)Kl(y)+ 22K1(y)- 2 K1(x) + 2 l 
1 m m m 712 
K(2)= K1(x)K2(y)-2It 2(x)K1(y)+K3(x)-nK2(y)+m K1(x)K1(y) 
-2 (m+2)K (y)+4K1(x) -4 
m2 1 m m2 
K(3)= K3(y)+ 3K2(x)K1(y)-3K(x)K2(y)-K3(x)+ 
m 
K2(y) 
11(x)Ki (y) + 6 rn+1 Kl(y) -6 Kl(x) + 6 
m m m2 
and 
a' 
SSCK( (xy) 2 w(x,y) = m-m' SSK(2) (x,y!'W(xly) =m-m' 1 1 1 y m2rn' 
SS K(2) (x,y) 2w(x,y) = 2: (rn-m' )2/(nm' )2 
2 
SS[K(o)(x,y)1 w(x,Y) 








= 3; /m3 
=21 11 (ra-m' ) /m3m' 
=2:11 (m -m' ) 2 /m`='m, 2 
=3: (m -m' )3 /m3m 
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Some general results may be stated without proof. They 
concern the values of K( o) , K(1) , K , K(r) We have 
K(ó)(x:Y) = Kr(x) 
K(r)(x,Y) =Kr-1 (x)K 1(y) - 
Kr (x) - r-1 K(r-1) +K(rol)+ K(ro2) 
1 m 1 
K (r) (x,y)=K (x)K (y) 
1 r-1 
- (r-1) K(r) +(r-2)K(r) r-2 2 r 3 
+ ....+K(r) 
0 
-(r-1) Kr-1(Y) + Kr-2(Y) 
m 
K(rr,)(x,Y) = Kr(Y) -r K 
(r) 




K (x,y) w 
s 
x,y) = (r-s): s: (m-m' rmis r> s 
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S U M M A R Y 
CHAPTER ONE. 
A method of fitting curves to frequency distributions 
based on Kapteyn's idea of skew frequency is discussed. 
A method is given to fit the curve 
y = F'(x) e 
11 
where F(x) = AO + A1T1(x) + A2T 
2 
(x) + .... ....... 
and T(x) is the rth. orthogonal polynomial of Tchebychef. 
2 
This method is applicable to the majority of distributions 
provided they are not "J" shaped or possess one or two 
abrupt tails. In the latter case the curve 
2 
® CF(x), y= ELLEL e 
ll 
where hF ( x ) 
e = AO + A1T1(x) + A2T2(x) + 
can be used successfully. A method of approximation is used 
to determine the most suitable value of h. Five examples 
of the first method and four of the second are given. 
CHAPTER TWO. 
This chapter treats orthogonal polynomials from the point 
of view of their frequency generating functions. 
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A determinantal form is found for polynomials orthogonal 
with respect to w(x) which satisfy 
(1) H (x) w(x) =A r x(r) w(x) 
(2) Hr(x) w(x) = Qr x( 
r) 
f(x) 
A general recurrence formula is found for orthogonal polynomials 
whose frequency generating function is known. Similarly a 
general relation is established between polynomials and their 
basic functions. The generating function of w(x) f(4) x(r) 
is considered and lastly a new approach to Gram's polynomials 
set out,from which all the usual properties follow. 
CIiAPTER THREE. 
This deals with orthogonal polynomials in two variables. 
The continuous case is treated first and polynomials analogous 
to Hermite's in one variable found. An elegant approach by 
generating functions leads to the general formulae. 
In the discrete case ,polynomials similar to Gram's and 
Charlier's are discussed.In the former case general expressions 
are given which depend on the factorial moment generating 
function of the product of the polynomial and the nucleus 
function. No general results could be found in the case of 
Charrier polynomials in two variables. 
In conclusion I would like to express my thanks 
to Dr. A.C.Aitken for his continued interest and guidance in 
the subject. The study is a direct outcome of his inspiring 
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lectures on " Advanced Statistics ". 
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